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METHOD

For all quotations In the text 1 have brought spelling into accord
ance with modern usage, and all abbreviations and superscriptions have
been written in full.

Capitalisation has been left as found in the

original, and punctuation has not been altered.
In Appendix B this method has been followed except with regard to
the accounts of the quit rents, where the original has been reproduced
as faithfully as possible with regard to abbreviations and financial
terms.

This is mainly in order to save space.

ized except in regard to proper names.

iii

Spelling has been modern
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ABSTRACT

During the early seventeenth century the royal government in England
showed little interest in the details of colonial administration.

Only

after the Restoration was there any attempt to exert greater control
over the plantations in the new world.
The creation of the office of auditor general of the plantation
revenues in 1680, with a system of deputy auditors in the colonies * was
part of this attempt.
Virginia had a different history from most other colonies, for it
had been a royal possession since 1624, and some attempt at exerting
financial control from London had been made.

The new post of auditor

<julckly became an important one in Virginia, but circumstances combined
to reduce its significance in a relatively short time.
This thesis traces the rise and fall of the office from its creation
as a colonial office in 166$ to its demise in the first decade and a
half of the eighteenth century.

The framework that has been used is

the administration of Auditor General William Blathwayt, 1680-1717.

The Early Auditors of Virginia

xwmmattm
Virginia was the earliest of the successful colonies , and cons«quently suffered a longish period of experimentation that most other
mainland colonies were able to miss*

the first experiment wee company

rule, end this ended with the dissolution of the Virginia Company in
1624,
Under the company the administrative organisation was very feeble*
due partly to the stockholdersf policy of keeping most of the machinery
in England* and partly to such disasters m

the Indian massacre of

1622* which kept the colony’s population at such a low level that large*
scale government in the colony was not necessary*
Administrative progress was hardly more energetic* however, under
the rule of Charles I, who took twelve years to arrive at the decision
to create an office of treasurer, which he then Ignored due to more
urgent domestic problems.
During the years up to 1660 Virginia developed pretty much independ
ently*

The colony set up its own customs service to collect its own

dues, and absorbed the royal treasurer into its own system*
rule of Parliament and Cromwell, there was m

Under the

little interference in

the colony’s affairs as there had been under Charles.
The Restoration altered things*

far from being indulgent, as the

loyalist Virginians fondly hoped, the new king, Charles II, began to
milk the colonies in order to pay off his debts.
2

Virginia, being one

3
of the wealthiest colonies» in terms of the value of its exports, hore
the hrunt of this attach*
the croon began its assault upon colonial independence armed only
with a vague and ill-defined mercantilist philosophy, but it sharpened
its ideas and its practices as tine vent on*

In 1680 it reached a minor

peak with the establishment of a special officer for the supervision
of all colonial finances*

CHARTER t
financial

mamBtmnm

before ieao

The early financial history of royal Virginia is- by no means clear*
Although the Virginia Company had provided for their own fiscal officer
la the colony by appointing George Randy# sub-treasurer In 1621, m

a

deputy for the company treasurer in London, nothing was done about
financial administration when the crown assumed control in 1614. From
the records available it can be inferred with a reasonable degree of
certainty that financial matters were dealt with by those veritable
drayhorsea of early colonial administration, the governor and the secre
tary.

The secretary certainly seems to have garnered to himself all

the odd Job® for which it was not, at the time, worthwhile appointing
a particular officer.*’
By the »id~163O*0 the situation had changed.

Virginian exports

of tobacco had grown to a else that really commanded respect, and
colonisation had proceeded at such a rapid pace that eight counties had
been organised in 1634 to ease civil and judicial administrative problems.
In 163? a registrar of cuetoms was appointed to keep a check upon exports,
2
an office that devolved upon Secretary Richard Kemp.
More important,
in January of the same year the king created the office of treasurer of
Virginia, M s justification being that the rents of the plantation had
been due to the crown since the dissolution of the company, but that
no-one had as yet been appointed to collect them.
4

This sudden burst of

energy by diaries after so long a neglect of his royal possession ess
almost certainly due to bis desperate need for money*

thirteen years

of unpaid rents would have brought in perhaps a couple of thousand
pounds at most, while fines • forfeits and amercements could hardly have
increased this amount significsntly•^ Charles, however, was not to know
this, and the prospect of receiving a large backlog of rents must have
been extremely enticing,

these receipts, plus the money from tobacco

customs, might well have seemed to the beleaguered king a way of avoid
ing the recall of Parliament*

Such were the state of affairs in Virginia,

however, diet he was to receive no succour from that direction,
the commission of January 5, 1637, appointed a courtier, one Jerome
Hawley, to the new post, with ell the privileges, powers, fees end allow4
anees belonging to It.
Presumably these advantages were to be the ones
allowed to the company sub-treasurer, but we have little information as
to what these were.

Ssndys was only appointed in 1621, and the massacre

of the following year, with its resultant disturbances, probably pre
vented him from doing anything before the dissolution of the company,
the instructions to Governor Wyatt In 1621 merely stated that Saadys
was appointed sub-treasurer to put into execution all the orders of
court concerning staple commodities, and decreed an allowance to him
«
of fifteen hundred acres and fifty tenants.
It cannot be said whether
or not Hawley tried to obtain this allowance, although a fair guess is
that he did, for the crown was simply unable to provide for its servants
at this time.
According to his instructions* Hawley was to obtain and keep up to
date a list of all titles to land, and to receive all rents, fines, and
other dues payable thereon, having power to appoint collectors of such

6
monies*

He was also to keep « list of fines end amercements, which were

to be certified to bin every quarter court (by the clerks of the county
courts), end each March he was to produce before the governor end Council
for certification the accounts of all his dealings as treasurer, which
he was then to send to his superior in England, the lord treasurer*

7

In short, Hawley was to take care of all monies accruing to the crown
except those levied on exports*
By his commission, Hawley had no jurisdiction over colonial finance,
over which the crown had no specific cognisance, but the appointment of
a special officer by the king was too good an opportunity for the
colonists to alas, and

over the years the burdens of colonial taxation

fell upon the treasurer's shoulders*
The main method of raising money In Virginia When Hawley was
appointed was the poll tax, a certain amount of tobacco per head levied
each year to cover the
standing of the payee.

costs of government, regardless of thefinancial
Shortly after the royal assumption of control

the burgesses were given the oversight of this tax as there was no-one
else to look after It.

Each burgess was responsible for his own constit

uents, and the House of Burgesses was accountable for the collection of
the tobacco to the governor and Council.®

By 1632 at least, the burges

ses had appointed one of their number to look after the general account,
and John Corker of James City was given the job, bearing the title of
a

"general accountant."

With the appointment of a treasurer for the

colony this sort of arrangement became unnecessary, and although the
burgesses still exercised their right of supervision ever the collection
of colonial dues, they ceased to bear any direct responsibility. In
1645 the poll tax was replaced by a rather complicated property tax,

7
w e t which the treasurer wee to have jurisdiction, end la 1647 special
collectors were appointed by the county courte because of the negligence
of the sheriffs, who had collected the XocaX taxes since 1634.*°

In

1658 the property tax was replaced by an export duty of two shillings
11
per tobacco hogshead*
It is doubtful if the actual poll tax collections ever found their
way into the treasurer9a hands, for theae local taxes were usually
collected and disbursed within the several counties*

In the case of

a surplus the treasurer might have received what was left over, although
this would have been m

unusual occurrence before 1645 as the poll tax

was estimated according to the known expenses of the government*

It

did happen in 1632, when the surplus was ordered to be left with John
Corker, and presumably the same thing would have been done after the
12
treesurer appeared on the scene*
Once the local method of taxation
came to be rather more than a hand-to-mouth affair, surpluses would
have been far more likely*
After thirteen years of neglect by the English government, it was
too much to expect Hawley to make any immediate impression la 1637*

In

a petition to the crown for the treasurer's place in 1639, a certain
Howard Horsey stated that the receiver general of Virginia had died
without accounting for his service*

13

Whether this was because Hawley

had simply not attempted to do anything, or whether he had not been able
to sort things out sufficiently to make a report is hard to say, but
it would seem to have been a little of both*

Hawley was involved in

Maryland at this time, serving as a member of Governor Calvert9a Council,
and this must have occupied a good deal of his time*

14

To unravel

Virginian finances would have been a full-time Job in itself, and it is

not surprising that Hawley achieved nothing.
When the first treasurer died* financial affairs la Virginia ware
so chaotic that all arrears of quit rents were remitted by the king la
1642* in answer to a petition from the assembly.

15

This was obviously

a confirmation of an aet passed in 1640* by which it was stipulated
that all grants of seven years* standing and above were to commence
payments of quit rents as of Michaelmas Bay 1639, while other grants
were to be exempt for seven years from their date of issue. ** The
quit rent problem wee to remain a perennial source of trouble for
English officials in London, partly due to the colonists* unwillingness
to pay them, and partly due to the monarchy’s appalling neglect of
a fruitfull source of income.
Horsey*a reference to Hawley as receiver general indicates an
early confusion of titles which later became so complicated that many
colonial officials were rather vague about delineations between offices.
Hawley had been appointed treasurer by the crown, which meant that the
he looked after and disbursed revenue, but he also had power to appoint
"collectors" or "receivers** to gather in the rents and dues, and as
their superior he could be called a receiver general,

at some point

it was decided that there should be two men in Virginia performing these
two separate functions» although the decision was not actually effected
until 1705.

In theory, the treasurer was a sort of check upon the

receiver general, to ensure the accuracy of his collections, while the
receiver general acted as a check upon the treasurer to ensure the accu
racy of his accounts.

It rather defeated the object to have the same

man perform the two offices, but this situation persisted in Virginia
for the rest of the century,

9

Obviously, la this sort of situation, where one pan pot-formed the
duties of two complementary offices, with little or no regard for any
distinction that should have been maintained, then such distinction
tended to become blurred*

For all practical purposes there was no

difference between the two terms before 1705* and they were used
17
Interchangeably with a fair amount of frequency*
Howard Horsey*a petition for the post of treasurer was unsuccessful,
for in 1639 a certain Roger Wyagate was appointed to the office for life*
18
his petition to the Privy Council having obtained a favourable hearing*
Wyngate arrived In Virginia and assumed office by July 1640* When he is
19
found officiating as a councillor.
bike his predecessor he was
destined only for a short incumbency, and was removed from office by
death in the following year*

Unlike Hawley* however* Wyngate threw

himself into the task with some energy.

He quickly realised the

impossibility of collecting the large arrears of rents, and arranged
the agreement in 1640 which was formulated into law.

His place was

taken by William Claybourae, a former secretary and surveyor general
of the colony, who does not seem to have performed his duties with an
equal seal.20
The real link between -the age of the treasurer and that of the
auditor* however, was Henry Motvood.

A royalist, and a relative of

Governor Sir Hilllam Berkeley* he sought refuge from the wrath of
Parliament by Joining his kinsman in Virginia in 1649.

Young Major

Norwood was advised by the governor, who was equally ardent in his
devotion to the Stuart cause* to sail for Holland and seek from the
exiled Charles II the office of treasurer* which Berkeley said had been
neglected by Clayhoume for some years • Berkeley was anxious for his

io

young relative to obtain the post, for lie leer bln a considerable amount
of money to finance bis journey and pay the charge® contingent upon
21
accepting a royal grant of office*
Norwood duly received a commission from King Charles on September 22,
1650, and returned to Virginia the following year*

Be free despoiled of

the fruits of office, hotrever, by Berkeley9s forced surrender to the
commissioners sent out by Parliament to reduce intransigent colonies to
their nee allegiance*

One of these commissioners was none other than

the displaced treasurer, William Clayboume» a man of determined and
vengeful character, who was doubtless set on reasserting his claims to
22
Norwood’s position.
After all, he had been granted office for life
by Charles 1, and his patent was still good*

furthermore, Norwood’s

patent bore only the stamp of Charles Stuart the exile, whose authority
was no longer recognised in Virginia*
There is no evidence that Clayboume acted as treasurer during the
period of parliamentary rule in Virginia*

Be was given back his old

poat of secretary, however, and it would not be assuming too much to
imagine that he also acted as treasurer, considering his claims upon
the office*

There is absolutely no evidence that anyone else held the

post during the period of the commonwealth.

The only person who could

In any way dispute Claybourae’s right was Norwood, and he returned to
Europe.
Whatever happened during those years, fate played a cruel trick
upon Claybourne in 1660 by returning Charles 11 to his throne, and
the old warrior wisely disappeared from the scene for a while.

Norwoodvs

patent naturally resumed its validity, but he did not return to Virginia;
his army career was by this time beginning to furnish him with handsome

11
emoluments, and there was no need to go to America*

23

Hie patent as

treasurer had granted him the quit rents to hie con uaet according to
a statement made by Berkeley in 1660, hut he left the collection of
these to a deputy In the colony.24 Some accounts left by Thomas Stegge,
the first Incumbent of the new colonial post of auditor, shear that ha
vas collecting the rents for Harwood, and settling a few other affairs
besides*
The accounts, the only extant auditor's accounts for the years
before 1680, cover the years 1663 to 1666 for moat counties*

They are

interesting especially in that they show hoar large a percentage of such
collections want in salaries to those who received them* After all
subtractions, the remainder for the total rents for three years comes
only to a little over
collect in person*

1100, a sum hardly worth Norwood's trouble to

Stegge seems to have handled the affair for ft salary

of ten per cent, while further cuts went to those who actually had the
trouble of collecting the tobacco*

No other form of payment appears in

the accounts besides, except for one or two mentions of escheats, which
suggests that Norwood had no Jurisdiction over any but royal monies*
It also seems that Stegge, while he was the colony's auditor, was also
25
acting officially as Norwood's deputy*
The nature of this relation
ship will he examined shortly*
Twelve years after Norwood was restored to his post, Charles II
granted away the Virginia rents to Lords Arlington and Culpeper, two
court favourites, backdating their rights to 1669*

It was hardly fair

to Norwood, and the two courtiers seem to have realised this, for they
privately arranged with him to have a third share in their grant, a
26
share which the colonel later sold to Culpeper •

The object of the two

12
nobles In so doing wan undoubtedly less out of a sense of fair play than
a desire to avoid expensive litigation* for Norwood*a patent had not
been revoked* and it was possible that he would fight the new grant*
Norwood's experience with the Virginians was enough to tell him that
this sort of thing was not worth the trouble* but Arlington and Culpeper
did not yet know this,
Norwood*a poet of treasurer was thus de facto abolished in 1673*
for he was relieved of all duties by the klngfs policy of granting
away his own revenues.

The office did not die in name* however* for

In 1677 two treasurers were sent from Virginia to London on a special
mission* namely Thomas Indwell* secretary of the colony* and Daniel
Parke* a senior and respected member of the Council.

The occasion of

their visit was that in 1674 theiAssembly had deposited a rather large
sum of money in London to be used by agents sent to represent the colony
at court when the necessity arose.

During the rebellion of 1676, bills

of exchange had been drawn upon this fund* leading to Its gradual
dissipation.

Croat debate ensued over the validity of these requisitions *

with the result that the crown laid a raatralst upon the fund* declaring
that no withdrawal from it could be made without royal assent.
Ludwell and Parke had been sent to dear up affairs in London* but
walked right into this royal ban* finding themselves hauled before the
Privy Council to explain exactly what was going on In Virginia’s financial
circles.

Although they were referred to throughout the dispute as the

treasurers of Virginia* It was unlikely that they had inherited Norwood’s
post* or that they were acting as his deputies.

They were dealing with

monies which had nothing to do with crown revenue* and were obviously
acting solely as representatives of the Assembly* for it was this body

13
which ordered the disposal, of the fond.

The title given them was not

an official one, but was merely given them to show that they were
officially handling the colony’s finances in this instance*

There la

no evidence to shoo that either tudvell or Parke were referred to as
27
the colony9s treasurer after their return to Virginia.
By the early years of the Restoration, however, a new officer had
made his appearance; he was the colonial auditor*

The speculations

about the exact origin of this office remain that— speculation. It la
possible, though, to arrive at a fairly accurate date, give or take a
year or so.

Hiss Jacobson, in her volume on William Blathwayt, declared

that the colonial audltorshlp originated in the years soon after 1660,
the first appointee being Thomas Stegge, a former parliamentary commla2q
sloner of 1651*
Steggefs own accounts show that he was holding office
by 1663 at the latest*

One of the first people to comment about the

new post was Franels Horyson in 1670; he stated that it had been "lately**
erected by the Assembly, and that the governor9s nomination of Stegge
had been confirmed by the king.^
In 1662 Governor Berkeley returned from England, to which he had
gone to seek reappointment by Charles XI, and brought a new aet of
instructions, one of vhl«& directed him to aee that the quit rents
"be carefully and Justly levied," and "likewise require Our Treasurer,
or his Deputy, to be careful to enter upon all such lands as lawfully
/are7

escheated to Bs*"^

It would not be unreasonable to assume that

the office of auditor was created by the Assembly, perhaps at the
governor9a instigation, to keep accounts of Virginia dues, and, at the
same time, to act as a deputy for the treasurer, who had decided to

14
stay resident is England.
mind.

There are few© important things fee bear in

One, that Berkeley and Norwood were related, and tied almost

certainly been In contact while Berkeley was In England,

there would

hare been ample opportunity for such a plan to be worked out.

Secondly,

the Assembly would hare been willing, perhaps anxious, to create a
specifically colonial fiscal officer, on account of the hostile action
of the crown with the first Navigation Act of 1660.

Before the Civil

War the crown had not bothered the colony unduly, and for most of the
time the treasurer had been a Virginian, William Clayboume* After
the delight of virtual self-government during the 1650*8, the Assembly
suddenly found Itself facing a vigorous and mercenary king, and an
absentee treasurer.

It would have been easy for Berkeley to persuade

the burgesses that the creation of a financial post was in their own
best interests• Indeed, In the circumstances * the burgesses might
well have taken the initiative.
Confusion about the auditor before 1680 proceeds beyond the mere
origin of the office, however,

the dates and names of the men Vh© held

office In these early years give room for speculation, while contemporary
administrative ignorance and bungling in London only adds to the

Chaos.

Philip Bruce states that Thomas Stegge was succeeded in 1670 by
a certain John Lightfoot, but that his patent had been revoked because
the office had bean promised to Edward Mggea * a former governor of the
31
colony, and a respected member of the community.
Charles H. Andrews»
however, maintains that Bigges was appointed a special customs agent
for Virginia in 1669, as he indeed was, and that the two offices were
merged together.

32

A contemporary witness, Francis Horyaon, says quite

simply that Dlgges was appointed after Stegge *s death by Governor

15
Berkeley, and that this appointment was later confirmed By the ctmm
S3
because it had been made earlier than Ltghfcfoot’s royal grant.
Berkeley wrote to Secretary of State Arlington on behalf of Mgges in
dune 1670, but Lightfoot’s patent was not suspended until December of
the following year, a time-lag of eighteen months.

34

This would sug

gest a considerable amount of debate in louden, probably over the
35
respective merits of a gubernatorial and of a royal grant.
Horyson’s account of Dlgges’o election to office is borne out by
the events that followed his own death.

Nathaniel Bacon was nominated

to the vacant post by Berkeley, and the recommendation was upheld by
the crown in Hay 1675.

the crown, normally jealous of colonial

appointments, was obviously not too concerned about this obscure
financial office,

nevertheless, some embarrassing appointments were

made by the crown to the post, due rather to ignorance than to any
desire to assert royal prerogative, and they served to plague Nathaniel
Bacon throughout his term of office.
It must be remembered that Lightfoot’s patent had only been sus
pended in 1671, not revoked, and this left open the possibility of
its future resurrection.

Ibis happened In 1677, when a warrant was

issued for a patent to be drawn in lightfoot’s favour, making him
37
auditor of Virginia in place of the deceased Stegge.
the administra
tion had apparently forgotten the appointments of both Digges and Bacon,
an indication of the appalling lack of knowledge of colonial affairs
that existed in louden in these early days.

One reason for this was

the spoils system, which meant that many offices changed hands with
each change of ministry,

the resultant absence of an informed and

permanent body of civil servants worked against a consistent policy

n
twtrds the colonies end against the acquisition of a corpus of colonial
information,
lighfcfoot’a patent again fall through, and in 1678 the process
wa* taken a step farther with the introduction of a further, more
complicating figure,

ftohert Aylevay was appointed auditor of Virginia

for life, with all the fee*, profit* and advantages enjoyed by Mgges,
38
Stegge, #or any other,”
ilgges had been remembered this time, but
the name of Bacon remained unknown,
What happened at this point ie not clear,

Bruce maintains that

Ayleway, Who also received a clerkship of the ordnance in Ireland at
this time, came to an agreement with Bacon over the division of the
fees,

Aylewsy** petition of 1680 praying for reinstatement indicates

that he did actually go to Virginia to take up hi* duties, which ha did
40
until lord Culpeper, the new governor, rejected M s patent,
Oilpaper,
however, did not go to Virginia until 1681, which means that he must
have vetoed Ayleway’s appointment from England,

Culpeper was definitely

Interested in the appointment, for in 1678 he proposed “that the busi
ness of the Auditor be settled, wherein the Country la exceedingly
disturbed, and (as 1 conceive) his Majesty’a concerns prejudiced.”^1
Culpeper obviously knew of the opposition in the colony to the filling
of this position from England, opposition which was expressed in a
petition of 1680 from the Assembly to the crown that the place of
auditor be filled only by a resident recommended by the governor.

In

this petition the burgesses thanked the king for dismissing Ayleway’c
42
petition to be auditor in 1679,
It is possible that, if Ayleway did go to Virginia, he did reach
43
some agreement with Bacon over the spoils of office.
Bacon feared

17
losing Ills office to Ayleway, and this may have msdla him acre tractable
AA
to any demands the intruder might have made*
Bacon no doubt also
realised that superior claims were aa nothing if the king so desired,
and was probably painfully aware of the disadvantages of a threethousand-taile distance from the imperial capital*
there is little direct evidence concerning the duties of the
auditor before 1630*

As the office was created by the Assembly, then

the auditor must have been given the control of all revenues raised
by the burgesses*

At the time of the Restoration the main tar in

the colony was the two shillings per hogshead export duty* which had
replaced the property tax in 1658* and was collected by officers
45
appointed by the Assembly.
According to Thomas Indwell’s ’Rescription
of the Government of Virginia* in 1666* these collectors, plus the
sheriffs and other receivers of the public revenue, appeared twice per
annum before the auditor to perfect their accounts and receive a diecharge*

46

The act of 1658 had made no provision for an officer to

supervise the collectors, but the auditor was obviously meant to do so
from the start*

It was a far simpler process than having all the

47
collectors account individually to the Assembly.
When the poll tax was reinstituted by Governor Berkeley, this too
was probably accounted to the auditor, especially m

there were fairly

frequent levies for the purpose of building forts * These levies ware
bitterly complained of after Bacon’s Rebellion, and played a part in
causing the popular discontent that helped promote the young rebel’s
cause*

48

The obscurity of these early years is noted for us by Benjamin
Harriscm, junior, in a memorandum to Governor Francis Sichelson in

IS
1700, in which he said that no auditor's accounts remained from the
A|
old times."
Such accounts as were made were almost certainly burnt
in one of the fires in Jamestown, or have been secreted in some comer
where t&ey still lie undetected,

the only extant accounts are Staggs's,

and they do not shoo the auditor acting as the scion of the Assembly,
but rather as Henry $enroodfs deputy treasurer*

In the quit rent

accounts for Charles City and Henrico counties, Stegge allowed his
clerk five per cent ’’for attending the Treasurer’s business,” which
clearly indicates a formal relationship with Horwood.

50

The possibility

that he was acting outside his official capacity as auditor is dispelled
by his signing the accounts in the name of his office*
Thus the office of auditor was created with a dual function, as
an officer responsible to the Assembly for colonial dues, and as deputy
to the king's treasurer, in which capacity he was accountable for royal
rents, fines, forfeits and escheats.
Opportunities for speculation about the origin of the relationship
between Stegge and Horwood are boundless*

Governor Berkeley is obvi

ously the link between the two, and it will be remembered that It had
been the governor who had urged Horwood to seek the treasurer's place
back in 1649*

The picture of Berkeley that has come down to history

la of an avaricious man.

for him to have lent a large sum of money

to his kinsman seems to signify expectation of some return for the
investment*

This could only have been a share in the quit rents, and

there may well have been some plan to milk the entire royal revenue*
As it turned out, Horwood was granted the rents to his own use
anyway, but that still left fines, forfeits and escheats, which could
have been augmented easily by manipulation of the colony’s administrative

machinery.

Given the state of affaire in 1650, great profits could

have been made with very little chance of detection.

When Norwood

decided to remain in England to pursue hie military career in 1660,
the necessity to include a third person arose if the scheme was ever
to be effected.

A deputy in the colony was the obvious answer, prefer-*

ably one over whom Berkeley could exercise some control.
A formal arrangement was the ideal cover for any such scheme,
and Stegge*a official salary would only have been a small part of what
he might have made.

Berkeley's support of Digges against Lightfoot

was perhaps because the former governor had already been Initiated
into the fraud.

The Arlington-Culpeper grant would have put a stop

to the plan in 1673.
The Assembly had no Jurisdiction over the auditor as far as his
relationship with the treasurer went.

Exactly how much power the

burgesses did manage to assert over their protege it is difficult
to say.

During the entire period up to the Eebelllon Governor Berkeley

ruled with an iron hand, and the auditor» as a part of the establishmeat, would probably not have been too dependent upon the Assembly.
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It la ironic that this office, created in the early years of the
Restoration in order to protect colonial interests, should have become
after 1600 one of the chief instruments through which the government
in England attempted to assert 1telecontrol over the colony, in order
to safeguard the interests of the crown.

CHAPTER II
RELATIONSHIPS WITH HOME:

1680-1716

The year 1600 marked a turning point in Virginia's relationship
with the English government*

In London William Blathwayt was appointed

to the new post of Auditor General of the Plantation Revenues*

As the

sole royal colony on the American mainland* Virginia was more accessible
to the power and Influence of this man than the more truculent and
obstreperous proprietary and charter colonies. Quick to take advantage
of this favourable position* Blathwayt soon made himself a force in
Virginia's politics.
Virginia finances had been under the direct control of the crown
for fifty-six years* but the control had been of such a nominal charac
ter that it is doubtful if any financial benefits had accrued to the
English treasury.

Accounts of the royal revenues should have been sent

to the lord treasurer In London since the appointment of a colonial
treasurer in 1637.

Given the disturbances in England during the 1640's

and 1650's it Is doubtful If any were returned.

After 1660 some

attempt was made to establish financial control in the colony* but the
granting away of the revenues to Arlington and Culpeper in 1673 ended
this.

The great unrest In Virginia which culminated in Bacon's Rebellion,

and which had originated at least partly In financial grievances, shocked
the crown into taking action.

Blathwayt*s appointment was a direct

consequence of the rebellion, and was the first step not only in an
20
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attempt to assert fiscal control, but complete adninlatrative hegemony ,
2
over Virginia and the other colonies.
The fundamental duty of the auditor general was to see that the
plantations sent in regular accounts of all monies due to the croon,
and to Check their accuracy and authenticity before passing them on to
3
the treasury.
To this end he was allowed to appoint a deputy in
each of the colonies, and as a reward he was permitted a salary of
500, payable from the revenues over which he was to have supervision.
In the case of Virginia, where an office of auditor had been In exist
ence for a number of years, it was decided that the colonial post
should be annexed to the new appointment after the determination of
the existing grant.*
William Blathwayt represented a new type of colonial administrator
and a new concept of colonial administration; his ideas were to shape
Virginia*a administrative development for the next three decades.
Both for patriotlcaand pecuniary motives, Blathwayt aimed at the
subjugation of all the colonies to royal Jurisdiction, a goal he pur
sued relentlessly for the rest of his life.

In Virginia his task was

easier than In most plantations, for the colony was already a royal
possession, and he had only to bring It into line with the new ideas
and policies.

Even so, it was to be no simple chore, for there was

in Virginia, as in England, a ruling class which would resent losing
any great amount of Its power and Influence to men three thousand
miles away.

5

Blathwayt always had these people to contend with, and

finally they prevented him from making any real headway in the colony.
The tool Blathwayt had to work with vas the colonial auditor, an
important officer because finance was the very heart of colonial
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government,

the big drawback wee that the men upon whom he relied to

act as hie deputies were ail members of this ruling class.

While it

was a subtle move on Blathwayt*a part to accept colonials as his
deputies, for in this way he quieted any fears about the nature of
the new office, and perhaps also introduced an element of disunity in
the ruling group, he also had to face the fact that as Virginians they
were tied to the colony’s interests, which naturally opposed the
extension of royal power,

this schisophrenic nature was to make the
£
auditor an uncertain Instrument for Blathwaytfs designs.
The auditor general had some advantages, however.

The colonial

auditor had always been a member of the Council, and this meant that
Blathwayt was able to install his deputy in the very halls of power
without causing any disturbance amongst the colony’s leaders• His
dependence upon Blathwayt for M s post was o factor which would make
him more amenable to his superior’s views, for opposition to them could
lead to the loss of a rather valuable position.

On top of this,

Blathwayt was always able to bring the powers of his combined offices
to bear on recalcitrant man.7
When Blathwayt first intimated to the Council in Virginia that
he had been authorised by his royal patent to have dominion over the
crown's revenues in the colonies, he ran up against a resentful
Nathaniel Bacon, who believed his own powers and privileges were about
to be usurped.

Blathwayt trod warily, for he had already suffered

opposition from the newly appointed governor of the colony, Lord
Culpeper.

Bacon was still smarting from hla controversy with Ayleway

(not to mention Lightfoot), and this new intrusion made him obstruct
.
8
the execution of Blathwayt*s patent.
.
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Bacon was a ticklish problem, lor ho was a senior and very much
respected member of the ruling clique, and his 1675 patent had already
held up to scrutiny in two contests*

Blathwayt recognised the strength

of Bacon’s patent by waiving his right to the immediate appointment
of a subordinate in Virginia.

Be could not afford to fall In Virginia,

and had to use tact and discretion.

Hie colony's tobacco exports

furnished the crown with more customs revenue than the products of any
other mainland colony, and also paid largely for the administration
of the plantation by the two shillings per hogshead duty*

to create

any disturbance in Virginia, when the effects of Bacon's Rebellion had
hardly been digested, might well have caused the king to regard his
servant with jaundiced eye.

Any slip would have been seized upon by

hla enemy Culpeper, whose Influence was widespread*

Blathwayt could

not afford to fall with Bacon, for it could easily have lost him his
new office*
/
In December 1661 Blathwayt wrote In cajoling vein to the Virginia
auditor, asking that the state of hostility between them be ended,
and that Bacon would "afford" his correspondence and friendship, "which
will engage me to do you and your friends the best service 1 can in
p
this place*"
Bacon obviously returned a testy reply to this open
gesture, for Blathwayt wrote the following August that he had not
meant to impose his deputation on him*

Hie tenor of this letter indicates

that Bacon had promised cooperation, but to make sure of his man Blathwayt
sent another long and persuasive letter two months later
Playing up his own Importance, as civil servants are wont to do,
he told Bacon that he had been appointed to this new post because great
sums of money raised la the colonies for the crown had been unduly
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disposed of and iUnaccounted for.

Ho account of royal revenue had

been sent from Virginia since the restoration of the monarchy, vhlle
the quit rents had first been swallowed up by the colony’s treasurer,
and then given to others (Arlington and Culpeper) who had pretended
that they were of no value to the crown*

this betokened the need for

an officer with power over the revenue collectors and other officers
in Virginia, one who would be able to keep the government in London
informed of the colony’s financial affairs, and who could preserve
things in **a steady and even method.”
It could not be thought improper, Blathwayt felt sure, that
he, Who had been employed for many years in the administration of the
plantations, and whose duty it was to attend the king and Privy Council
upon that very business, should be appointed to this new colonial
position.
Having been secured from the ill-will of those who opposed him,
he continued, by a grant in good behaviour, he had taken steps to secure
Bacon from the attempts of Mthose who went about to invade Virginia**
by having a special clause Inserted In his patent which enabled him to
appoint his own deputy*

This was an attempt by Blathwayt to impress

upon Bacon that he depended for his office upon his superior in England,
and also a hint that Blathwayt alone stood between Bacon and hordes
of hungry English office-seekers. Qls patent was strong, he indicated,
for he could only be removed for misbehaviour; to stand by him would
be to prevent renewed trouble of the Ayleway pattern.

Although much

of what he said was sheer hot air, for Charles XI could remove him
without any difficulty if he really wanted to, Bacon must have been
impressed by his mentor’s power to protect him.

ass
Blathwayt: went on to declare that he could Imagine no other reason
for Bacon9a opposition to his patent hut caution proceeding from fear
of disobliging the governor* and assured the Virginian that he desired
nothing hut his friendship and correspondence * **to express the sense
11
t have of your merit and reputation."
Bacon weighed things up fairly quickly, and was soon doing his
best, outwardly at least* to comply with his new superior’s wishes*

12

Having secured his nan, Blathwayt proceeded to tighten up fiscal admin*lstratlon, although he continued to treat his deputy with due deference*
M s demands* although becoming gradually more exacting, were always
made in a respectful meaner, and he constantly made his dissatisfaction
appear to proceed from higher authorities*
auditor was one of gentle mastery*

His handling of the elderly

13

these first years were an Interlude only* however, made necessary
by Bacon9s aeml-indepsndent status*

When the old gentleman retired in

1688, Blathwayt, fully In control of his affairs by this time, became
immediately more peremptory in his dealings with his new deputy, William
Byrd X.

Blathwayt was far more the master In this relationship, for

Byrd depended completely upon his superior’s approval, whereas Bacon
had always had a little more independence*

14

Furthermore, upon Bacon’s

relinquishment of office, Ayleway*» patent came into force, and Byrd
was forced, after long negotiation, to accept his deputation*

Finally,

Byrd was not at that point one of the ruling group, and also suffered
opposition from Francis Blcholson when he became lieutenant governor
ia 1691.15
Blathwayt9s later appointees, Dudley Bigges (1705) and Philip
Indwell (1711), seem to have been equally tractable, but they were less

2€

liaportaut figure* than Bacon and Byrd anyway, for in 1705 the office*
of eudltor end receiver general ear* generated*

The combination of

the office* had made the auditor a more powerful official; he handled
the money as well ae accounted for It*

Blathwayt opposed the *opara~

tion, ostensibly upon the grounds of economy, hist almost certainly
because hie m m Influence In Virginia weald diminish; the receiver
Id
general weald no longer he under his direct Jurisdiction,
da It
turned oat* the new receiver was William Byrd 11 * an intelligent and
enlightened man who kept up a regular correspondence with the auditor
general* and who later entered into close cooperation with Auditor
Indwell*
Blathwayt* s appointment ushered in a new era in colonial adminis
tration,

Charles 21 had expressed some fiscal interest in colonial

affairs prior to 1680, mad had allowed Parliament to regulate the
plantation trade and establish a colonial customs service*

17

This

system had not been directly concerned with the raising of revenue,
hut with the regulation of commerce, and had suffered from colonial
opposition and the paucity of capable customs officials*

Bo attempt

had been made to assert control over Virginia’s financial affairs,
which were in a moat unsatisfactory state*

18

The last two Stuart hinge seemed peculiarly disinterested in
colonial finances, Judging from the manner in which they casually
disposed of valuable revenues and large areas of land in America*

But

both sum had a conception of ownership ae regards the colonies which
was essential for the sort of schema of Which William Blathwayt dreamed*
In the words of a well-kooim historian of colonial administration»
"the previous emphasis on the commercial utility of the colonies was
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now overlaid by the royal. insistence, one which the royal agent# teak
up with a will, that they war* something were than markets; they were
19
adjuncts of the royal power**1
One Important change that resulted
from this realisation was the increasing reliance upon specialoeffleials
directly responsible to tendon, rather than upon the governor alone.

20

Although there were such officers In Virginia before 1680~~Edward
Digges aad Giles Bland were sent out as easterns officials In the early
1670*8— the establishment of the auditor in this role was the first
oat and out success, as well as the first specifically fiscal appoint**
meet in the colony since 1637*
it this time there was also evinced a desire to centralise the
administration in Virginia itself« A report on Culpeper*s commission
and instructions in 1679 recommended that the governorfa residence,
the courts of Justice, and all the other public offices attending the
21
government should he settled in James City,
this sort of proposal
was welcomed by many in the colony, for it was extremely Inconvenient
to have public offices set up only at the home of the Incumbent *
especially in a plantation economy, where homes were often long distances
22
apart, and sometimes very difficult of access by land*
It was of great
importance that ids* auditor, above all others, should be in regular
attendance at Hie capital, for he received, disbursed and accounted for
all the public monies*
A new step, which affected the auditor greatly, wee taken in 1681
with the creation of the post of Surveyor General of the Customs in
America*

this official1# task was to be the tightening up of the cu#~

toss service in Hie plantations*

It was of direct financial importance

tor the auditor to cooperate with this man, for the tighter the
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collection of duties was, idle greater his salary would lie* the estab
lishment of this new position Introduced to the colonies sen such as
Edward Randolph and Robert Query* cealots for the king9* service, who
roved from colony to colony reporting on matters far removed from mere
customs affairs.

Both men proved invaluable to Williaro Blathwayt

as correspondents and informers*
Such steps were largely ineffectual without the cooperation of
the governor,

the permanently resident governor* such as Sir William

Berkeley* had proved of little use to the crown*

While an earnest

royalist* Berkeley found that his ties to Virginia eroded the practical
effect of hie loyalty to his royal master,
and loyal man m

there was need for a strong

the spot who could give general supervision over all

royal officers* such as the auditor and the customs collectors* hut
who would not Interfere in financial affairs for his otm self-interest.
The experiment in Virginia in the 16809s of trying noble English lords
proved a dismal failure* for they proved to he almost entirely motivated
by their own interests.2*
Blathwayt seams to have realised where the Ideal type of governor
might be found.

The best place to look for loyal and strong men was

the army* which stamped loyalty and discipline into its products.
Blathwayt was a patron of Francis Hicholaon’s, and helped him to obtain
the lieutenant governorship of Virginia in 1680.

25

During the reat

of the period under discussion the colony found itself under the con
stant supervision of military men* except for three years during which

28

the Intended governor was a prisoner-of-war.

The obstacle to the extension of royal power in 1680 was the large
and powerful ruling class in Virginia* especially that inner circle
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which controlled or held directly most of the offices in the colony*
Since the Restoration the authorities had allowed the ruling group to
gain a monopoly not only of the purely colonial posts» but also of the
royal appointments.

Patent offices such as the secretaryship seemed

almost to be at the disposal of the Council in Virginia* and the
councillors retained for themselves the lucrative places of collector
of the customs and naval officer.

The post of auditor was also kept

within the grasp of the Council, though only by Blathwayt*s own decision
and choice.
Blathwayt and Hicholson combined to break the power of this domin
ant group, and only failed through unfavourable circumstances.

The

obvious thing to do was split the clique into factions and break its
hold upon the disposal of offices.
the royalist camp.

The auditor could be counted within

In 1701, upon the death of Secretary Ralph Wormeley,

the period of rubber-stamping Council secretarial appointments came to
an end.

28

The new secretary, Edmund Jennings, was firmly wedded to

Hicholson and the royalist cause.

The recreation of the post of receiver

general meant another position to be filled from England.

During

Hicholson*s second a&nlnlstration, which began in 1698, and after,
vacancies to the Council were filled with new names in an attempt to
break the Harrison family*s hold upon the colony.

29

In 1699 a blow was

struck at the Council when councillors were forbidden to hold the posts
of naval officer and royal collector simultaneously,
In this climate the office of auditor declined in importance.

In

1690 It was perhaps the most important post in the colony besides that
of governor; the post of secretary had declined in administrative
importance as it became largely clerical, and the fiscal officer assumed

30
new stature,

the office#s decline was partly a natural effect. Ironically,

of Blathwayt vs policy.

By increasing the number of royal officers la

the colony, the prestige of any oae officer was bound to he lowered.
In particular, the division of the auditorshlp into two posts la 1705
was a hard blow to the position of the auditors like the secretary he
became largely a mere clerk.
But there had also been a reaction to Increased centralisation by
the Bouse of Burgesses, the bastion of the lower class of colonial rulers,
the Mouse was equally opposed to centralisation on the part of the crown
or the Council, and, unwilling to see control of the colony*s finances
pass completely into the hands of either, the burgesses established the
31
post of treasurer in 1691.
this relieved the auditor of the respon~
sibility for collecting colonial monies long before he was robbed of
the corresponding royal duty in 1705.

Aa a person of supreme importance

in the colony, the auditor lasted only eleven yearsj both imperial policy
itself, and the colonial reaction to it, clipped his wings.

CHAFFER III
TEE ROYAL A0BXTOR?

1680-1716

The duties of the toyel auditor were far more comprehensive, in
the early years at least* than those of the colonial auditor had been.
In 1682* when the two men had sorted out their relationship» blathwayt
wrote to Bacon that ha was aware of the great increase of business
which the Virginian faced by the extension of his Jurisdiction to all
the revenue* but that this should carry an equal reward*

Before 1680

Bacon had been concerned only with the two shillings per hogshead levy
and colonial dues; now ha was concerned with quit rents, cuetests impo
sitions* fines* forfaits* escheats# and any other duty that the crown
might see fit to impose upon the plantations•*
The auditor’s chief duty waa to draw up accounts of the receipts
and expenditures of all taxes* levies and dues raised in the colony,
and to send them to Blathwayt in London.

It is difficult to imagine

Just how much work and exasperation this relatively simple duty involved.
By far the most important of the royal dues, in the ayes of the
administration In London at least, were the quit rents, which ware
returned to the auditor’s Jurisdiction with the crown *s purchase of the
Culpeper rights in 1684.

Blathwayt rightly attached great importance

to the quit rents, for they were in theory a source of revenue capable
of much development, and he even tried to obtain back accounts from
31
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Treasurer Henry Norwood.

This proved of no m i l , but he did thereafter
9
keep his deputies up to the nark In forwarding accounts regularly.
Ae it turned out* Auditor Bacon became involved with the quit rents
before lord Culpeper surrendered his rights.

Blathwayt was anxious to

have accounts frost the start, which Indicates how long the Idea of pro
ceeding against Culpeper was In his mind.

Bacon wrote to Blathwayt In

1682 that the last quit rents had been received in 1680* and that he
had received no order ae to what to do with them.

There had been some

confusion in the colony, he said*, for although Culpeper had the rents
and escheats to his own use* most people in Virginia had believed his
3
lordship's patent to have been revoked.
This situation had led to the
sheriffs not collecting any rents for the year 1681,

In fact* the

rents should have been collected anyway* for even if Culpeper's patent
had been revoked, the quit rents would merely have reverted to the
crown's use.

The only way Bacon could have received the quit resits

for 1689, and not sent them on to Culpeper, was os the assumption that
this reversion had takes place.
Blathwayt *a interest In the quit rents at this date stemmed from
the fact that he was looking for a chance to have Culpeper's patent
squashed in some way.

He expressed his opposition to the Arlington-

Culpeper grant In his letter to Bacon of October 1?, 1682, in which he
said that the two favourites had only obtained the grant under false
pretences.*

He was pleased to learn from Bacon in 1683 that Culpeper

had given the revenue in Virginia **no quarter,** for this was evidence
5
that could be used against the wayward governor.
In November the case
against Lord Culpeper was tight enough for Blathwayt to be able to inform
Bacon that fhm new governor. Lord Howard of Effingham, would soon arrive
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in the colony with orders foe the quit rente to he applied to govern
mental purposes, and that some way would he found of dealing with
Culpeper's patent*8 The following March he wrote Howard that Culpeper
7
had surrendered the southern grant of the quit rants.
Despite Blathwayt9s promise, the rents were not simply handed over
to the use of the colonial government.

Throughout this period they were

used as a reserve fund for extraordinary expenses or for making good
deficits in regular governmental accounts, usually the two shillings
per hogshead tax*8 As early as 16SS the Council requested the crown
to allow the auditor a warrant to send five hundred pounds out of the
quit rent account to Governor Deagan of Hew fork, who was In urgent
need of money to furnish his war effort against the Indians.

Although

the proper procedure was for the government in Virginia to request a
warrant from the crown before they could take money from the quit rents»
this seems to have become rather pro forma by the 1690*s. When the sum
of six hundred pounds was sent to Haw York in 1693 from regular funds,
Auditor Byrd was ordered to reimburse himself from the quit rente*
10
mention of authority from the crown to do so was mentioned.

Ho

the major use of the quit rents,' however, became the subsidising
of other accounts, such as the two shillings duty, and the local dues
raised on liquors» furs, and like objects, for the purpose of financing
the government of the colony,

these became lose and leas able to answer

the charges of government, because of the low price of tobacco*

One

of the most plaintive cries of the auditor during the last years of the
seventeenth century, and the first decade of the eighteenth, was that
the low price of tobacco caused the regular funds to fall abort of their
needed targets.

11

in 1698 Byrd was allowed reimbursement from the quit
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rent account because the two shilling# per hogshead duty* the fifteen
pence per ton port duty* and the sixpence per person immigration duty
had fallen short of supplying expense# continually since 1694, to a
12
total deficit of almost three thousand pounds#
As receiver general (to 1705) the auditor w m also responsible
for the collection of the quit rente* and their conversion into cash*
The actual Instruments of collection were the sheriffs, who collected
the quit rent tobacco either in person, or* sore usually * by deputy*
The procedure was then for the tobacco to be sold at the county court
to the highest bidder, and the cash and accounts to be returned by
13
the sheriff to the receiver general mid auditor respectively.
In October 1692, however, the Council in Virginia decided that
the best way to dispose of the tobacco would be for the auditor himself
to sell it at the October general court to any person or group of per**
sons who would give the most for them, either in ready cash or in good
bills of exchange drawn on London and payable in James City the follow14
.
lug April.
This was a reversion to the practice followed In Steggc’s
day, when certain men of social position bought the tobacco in their
IS
county (or comities), m shown in his accounts.
Thus the auditor
became more intimately Involved with the actual sale of the tobacco,
although it is doubtful if he ever handled it in person.

He would

merely have sold what the accounts from the sheriffs told him they were
holding in their hands*
In 1684 there had been an attempt to have the quit rents paid in
cash, a move which would have obviated the ember some method of convert
ing tobacco Into currency or good bill# of exchange.

It would also

have removed the possibility of fraudulent sale of tobacco to the detriment
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of the crown*

Hits came to naught, however*

Hhen the process against

Culpeper*a patent was almost complete, Blathwayt wrote to Howard that
he expected the rents to be collected in specie» and the governor
agreed that this would be easier and more profitable than the old method,
estimating that a rent of one shilling per fifty seres would fetch in
16
one thousand pounds per annum for the crown*
A year later he wrote
that although he was putting this system into effect, a large number
of people would have to be allowed to pay in tobacco because at no time
did they ever receive hard cash,

this fact of Virginia’s economic life

defeated the attempt, for it was obviously more complicated to collect
rents in tobacco mid cash than Just to collect them in tobacco.

17

Fav people could pay their quit rents in anything but tobacco,
although soma might have managed to pay in various other commodities.
Payment in tobacco did complicate the situation, however, for not all
counties sold the same kind or quality of tobacco, and thus the tobacco
of all counties was not equally desirable.

This naturally led to cotapli*

cation in the disposal of rent tobacco, for the auditor tended to make
sales to the wealthy men of the colony, who might not want poorer quality
tobacco item certain counties.

Thus the sheriff might be left to sell
18
the rents in some counties, but not in others.
In 1699 the rents were

being sold again at the county courts, according to the Journal of the
Council, although two months later the auditor was ordered, for the
“better disposal” of the quit rents, to contract with anyone who would
buy them at an acceptable rate, without exposing them for public sale.

19

The method of sale used at public auctions of the rents “by tech
of candle,” by which the last bid offered before an inch of candle had
burned out was the one accepted.

This was obviously open to fraudulent
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connivance, thereby bids could be withheld* and Che tobacco sold below
its market price.

In 1705 Governor Hott reported that this method had

been found to be a disservice to the croon# and that the auditor had
been instructed to sell the rents normally, which he usually did at the
20
October general court.
Heedless to say* this method was ae open to
corrupt practice as any other.
Alexander Spotswood* who fancied himself as something of a reformer
when he became governor of Virginia in 1710* determined that he would
do something About this problem.

He proposed a method whereby the

rents actually passed through fewer hands* thus cutting out salary
percentages and reducing the opportunities for fraud,

this caused

quite a stir among the officers who would lose money on the deal* and
the controversy lasted several years.

By this time* of course* the

collection of the rents had passed from the auditor*a sphere of influ
ence* and the method was of less importance than the amount.
21
salary was safe however the rents were collected.

His

One headache which plagued the auditor constantly was the decline
ing value of tobacco* which reduced the spending capacity of the colonial
government a great deal.

It was this problem that contributed to the

raising of the question of payment in cash in 1684, and again in 1708,
but while this was a constant fear of the colonists, it was never a
feasible proposition.

There was just ndt enough specie in the colony.

In 1710 Receiver General William Byrd II went so far as to propose that
the quit rents should be collected in naval stores* for twenty-four
pounds of tobacco per hundred acres was as good as worthless.

23

This

falsely assumed that all Virginians would be able to move away from
tobacco* or at least enough would to cut down tobacco production and
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raise the pries*

It would also have introduced further complication,

with rents paid la a variety of aaval stores— pitch, tar, turpentine,
lutaher~-as well as tobacco*

It would have complicated the burden of

conversion into cash, and probably would have Increased possibilities
for fraud*
the only remedy from the government's point of view was to increase
the acreage of rented land and tighten up the method of collection*
Even this was not too hopeful a solution*

In 1702, Auditor Byrd wrote

that despite the great Increase in the number of acres paying quit rents,
24
the revenue failed to increase because of the low tobacco price*
The
falling price clearly outstripped the Increase in rented acreage*
There was only one way in which the auditor could keep a cheek
upon the quit rents, and this was the rent roll.

The acquisition of

a perfect rent roll became a major objective of the colonial government
after 1680*

The sheriff was, naturally, the vehicle used in the attempt

to draw up a roll, and by 1682 it had become his duty to return a rent
roll for his county to the auditor along with His account of the rents
25
he had collected*
The sheriff was rewarded for hie diligence in
discovering lands for which payment was being evaded, and was held
personally accountable for the balance between rents due and rente paid,
and, as Auditor ludwell said in 1715, by this means "we got tolerable

rent-rolls*"^
Although the most obvious method would have been to draw up some
sort of basic rent roll, which could be modified end extended by the
central government as patents were issued and conveyances recorded, the
system of annual inquiry by the sheriff and his deputies was continued
until Governor Spotswood made hla owe innovations. The auditor was,
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therefore, dependent upon the honesty and ability of the men mho filled
these offices, and over the years a great many of them, especially the
under sheriffs, proved to he very unreliable.

In IB37 William Byrd

was prevented from drawing up an account of the quit rents because so
many sheriffs had failed to hand in their rent rolls, while there was
no guarantee that county officers were not open to bribes from landowners
wishing to keep secret their ownership of tracts of land upon which
27
they did not want to pay rent.
The energetic Francis Hicholson devoted quite some time to the
problem of acquiring a rent roll, but Auditor Byrd reported to him in
1703 that although he had used great diligence, a great deal of abuse
still existed.

To survey all the counties, he said, would be very

expensive, and probably no more rewarding than the method in use.

The

only answer was to employ good sheriffs.
Byrd proposed that the sheriffs should take copies of all land
grants issued, and send them to the auditor, and that all settlers
should enter the acreage they claimed with the sheriff or clerk of the
county court, who would return a list of claims to the auditor.

This

scheme failed to take into account the possibility of false claims by
2g
the colonists and the bribing of county officials.
Alexander Spetswood took a step in the right direction in 1713
by imposing an oath upon all those engaged in the collection of quit
rents that they should inquire as to the true amount of land held, and
he even claimed that the beneficial effects of this were already noticeable.

Previous to this the under sheriffs had taken no oath of any

kind.

An oath, however, was only as good as the person who subscribed

to it, and Auditor Fhilip Indwell scorned Spotswood'e new system,

n
***erfcl«»g that the old one bad been tar more efficient.
Escheats were another royal revenue with which the auditor became
intimately connected after 1686*

When a person died without heirs, and

failed to leave a will (as was frequently the case), his or her land
was regarded as forfeit to the crown*

Escheated land was informally

*advertised* by the process of inquisition, whereby the district
escheater summoned a jury of twenty-four men to inquire as to whether
the land in question was truly escheated or not.

Anyone who wished

to obtain escheated land could petition the governor, Who decided which
petitioner was to be the lucky person.
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the regranting of escheated land involved the stiff fee of two
pounds of tobacco per acre, and this naturally involved the auditor.
As receiver general he received the composition tobacco, and m
he accounted for all such payments to the crown.

auditor

By 1700 the auditor

was even more closely involved in the process of escheat* for petitions
for escheated land were being referred to him by tills date, together
32
with the attorney general*
Fines, forfeits, waifs and strays» and deodands were also accounted
for by the auditor.

Fines were the penalties imposed upon people for

breaking English penal laws; forfeits were similar, but far more serious,
and were Imposed for major offences*
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The younger Nathaniel Bacon's

estate, for example, was declared forfeit to the crown by his attainder
for treason, and in 1700 three tracts formerly belonging to the rebel
of 1676 were ordered to be viewed and valued by the auditor and attorney
general for the purpose of fixing a sale price,^

Waifs and strays,

articles and beasts found astray from their proper domicile, wore also
forfeit to the crown, and thus came within the auditor’s purview.
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m
A deodand was in the same class of seve&ue, although of a tore peculiar
nature, for It was defined as an object that had *caused* the death of
a subject of the crown*

A boat from which someone fell and drowned*

or a horse which threw and killed a person* ware both deodands, and
forfeit to the crown.

As It usually turned out that deodands were pre-

cisely those objects upon which a family's prosperity depended* they
3S
were usually regranted to the deceased*s Immediate relatives.
In
eases where a deodand was declared forfeit* the object itself was
valued by the authorities * and the dead person’s family would either
have to pay this sun or lose the deodand*
were looked after by the coroners*

Waifs * strays * and deodands

$7

It was difficult for the auditor to account for these revenues
regularly* for they were not uniformly collected*

Composition fees

for escheats were not normally paid until the harvest following the grant*
which might be a full year away*

Fines* forfeits* and deodands could

become tied up in legal dealings which might possibly delay payment for
several years*

A frequent statement in the auditor’s letters to Blathwayt

was that he was sending an account of the fines imposed in the courts
(the county clerks sent him a list)* but that he had not seen any of
38
the money as yet*
Because of these difficulties , and because these
dues were of inferior value anyway* they never assumed a role of real
importance during this period*
the auditor also dealt with royal income from maritime affairs*
notably with goods confiscated from captured pirates, and from prises*
The former case was not over-frequent * for at times there was a great
deal of collusion between colonial governments and pirates* who brought

41

much needed cash to the colony, and the American mainland in general*
frauds hicholson was probably the first governor of Virginia to under
take a systematic and relentless pursuit of pirates, and he achieved
a good deal of success*^
fatten pirates were convicted, and prises were condemned, one third
of the money that resulted from the ensuing sale was due to the crown,
and thus came under the auditor's jurisdiction*

The auditor played an

Important part in such sales, and perhaps played the part of the vendu
master In the West Indies. When a ship loaded with tobacco was condemned
in 1692, and ordered to he sold with its cargo. Auditor William Byrd
40
was "Ordered to be there and manage the Vendue."
As a royal financial official the auditor was concerned with fiscal
aspects of the navy's protection of the Virginia shores * This concern
was perhaps greater In Virginia than in any other colony, on account
of the great number of naval mishaps in her waters.

In the case of the

Dunbarton, which was simply declared totally unfit for service in 1691,
all its guns, rigging, and other effects which could not be conveniently
41
shipped to England, were sold, and accounted for by Auditor Byrd.
The auditor acted as financial agent for the navy by, for example, set
tling the accounts of workmen for repairs to naval vessels, reimbursing
himself by drawing bills of exchange upon the customs commissioners in
London.
The royal customs service earns under the purview of the auditor
too, for collectors of the crown revenue had to submit their accounts
to him before they could send them to the customs commissioners in
43
England.
These collectors were responsible for the collection of the
one penny per pound duty imposed upon the Intercolonial tobacco trade
by the Staple Act of 1673.

The auditor does not seem to have checked
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their accounts as a deputy of Blathwayt, however, for he never seat
copies of such accounts to the auditor general9s office.

He checked

them as a colonial official, to ensure that the collectors were not
44
committing any kind of fraud.
As receiver general until 1705, he
also looked after the money and hills they received and transmitted
then to London.
Far more important from the colony’s point of view was the auditor's
Jurisdiction over the collector of the Virginia revenues and over the
naval officer.

Between then these two officers collected the two

shillings per hogshead duty,

which*

although really a royal revenue,

had long been regarded by the colonists as their own, the poll tax upon
persona entering the colony, the port duties, and the various import
and export taxes levied by the Assembly,

the collectors and naval

officers usually accounted for their collection* once or twice per
annum to the auditor, Who returned copies of the two shillings duty to
London as it was still really a crown revenue,

this duty was the single

source of income of comparable value to the quit rents, and was the
45
basic support of the charges of government.
Chi top of accounting for all those monies* and looking after them
in his capacity of receiver general, the auditor was also the colony9s
paymaster.

It was only natural that this should be so while he held

the colony*s revenues in his hands.

The auditor paid the salaries of

all colonial officials who derived Income from the crown* including the
governor, councillors, commissary general, clerk of the Council, attorney
general* solicitor of colonial affairs in London, and, of course, the
46
auditor general, William Blathwayt.
To prevent any fraud upon the

43
auditor’s part, warrants for such disbursements had to bs issued by the
governor, and countersigned by the recipient.

Any payment made without

the authority of such a warrant was laid to the door of the auditor
himself.
As well as these regular payments, which did not vary much from
year to year, there were also Irregular payments to make upon special
occasions• At certain times, especially during war, money might be
sent to other colonies; work performed for the royal government, or
special services undertaken on behalf of the crown, were also reimbursed
from royal dues in the auditor’s care.

There would be corresponding

payments for work and services performed for the colonial government
from colonial revenue, and more menial payments for paper, books, and
47
other clerical supplies which had to be obtained in England.
As we have seen in a previous chapter, the relationship of the
auditor to the Assembly was vague and uncertain#
after 1650.

this became sore so

While his relationship to Blathwayt as regards royal

revenue was worked out quite satisfactorily, that to the Assembly over
colonial income was rather confused,

the auditor tended to look upon

himself as a royal officer, and not accountable to colonial authorities*
On the other hand, the Assembly claimed that the auditor should
submit to it regular accounts of the colony’s public revenues» for,
after all, it was the authorising body for such duties. One of the
arguments made against Governor Lord Culpeper was that he had failed
to make the auditor produce accounts for the House of Burgesses, although
he later claimed that he had.

48 This whole quarrel was a hangover from

the 1670*3, when accounts of the collection and expenditure of public

44
dues had not been submitted to the public (In the guise of the Assembly),
49
and much fraud air mismanagement had been committed.
At suae point during the 1400*9 the practice van established that
the auditor should submit m regular statement of the public account
50
to the burgesses •
the procedure aeees to have been that the burgesses
requested the governor to direct the auditor to present the required
51
accounts,
This probably satisfied the Bouse, ae it did finally gain
the right to oversee the use to which local tares were put, while It
mollified Hie Council by giving the right the appearance of a privilege.
Once the accounts were before the burgesses, they appointed a committee
52
to examine them for errors or mismanagement.
the satisfaction did not last, however, and in 1691 the burgesses
and the auditor finally cane to open conflict.

In order to check

effectively for fraud it was necessary for the Bouse to have the
Individual accounts of the collectors and naval officers, and they
consequently made this demand,

(this demand was given point by the

fact that at the tine all collectorahlps were filled by members of the
Council.) Auditor Byrd retorted that this sort of accounting was not
55
his Jch.
The Bouse replied with a further demand that former Auditor
Bacon provide full and clear accounts of the duty in question (the
threepence per gallon duty on imported liquors) from the time of the
lest Assembly to Syrdvs assumption of office, and that Byrd himself
supply particulars of this impost as delivered to him by the individual
collectors, plus details of the time of arrival, name, tonnage, master,
origin, end cargo of all vessels importing dutiable liquors» Byrd
was also adked to give a general account of the state of the revenue,
54
and Hie balance thereof.

4$
this demand turned out to be merely at* assertion of power by the
burgesses. A week before they had passed an art appointing a treasurer,
who was to receive and account for (to the House, of course) all levies
and dues raised hy act of Assembly.

ss

Although the collectors end naval

officers continued to submit their account* to the auditor, this new
set did mean that the auditor was no longer the colony ’a fiscal officer*
the final blow to the auditor’s prestige has already been mentioned.
By the separation of the two offices of auditor and receiver general
in 1705 the auditor fell from his exalted position. All royal monies
after this date flowed into the hands of the receiver general, who
naturally assisted the role of colonial paymaster.

The auditor continued

to account for all crown revenues to the auditor general’s office in
tendon, hut after 1705 he was merely a clerical officer.

Fewer and

prestige have always followed money; the auditor lost all three in 1705.

c h at te r .xv

THE ROYAL AUDITORS:

1680-1716

Gertrude Jacobsen passes Judgment upon the period of Blathwayt's
administration, as far as Virginia was concerned» in these words t "some
activity was manifested by the various Virginia auditors* as boohs and
papers in the Treasury and plantation office indicate* but practically
nothing was accomplished *m1 This is not true* for Blathwayt did* during
his term of office, establish a method of regular accounting, which was
certainly an advance upon the situation that existed prior to his appoint
ment,

It is not to be disputed* however * that he did not accomplish as

much as he would have liked, although this was not solely due to the
relative inactivity or incapability of the Virginia auditors, as Mias
Jacobsen seems to hint-

The failure to secure complete English control

over the colony*a fiscal affairs was due to a combination of circumstances•
English *intrusion,* by the establishment of the auditor general*s office,
provoked a reaction in Virginia which led to the establishing of an office
of treasurer, while the expansion of the English fiscal bureaucracy, by
the division of the posts of auditor and receiver general, weakened the
authority of the auditor in Virginia, and consequently of his superior
in London.

Finally, the reliance upon men with close ties to the colony

meant that personal considerations came to be placed before the interests
of the crown when these clashed.
46
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It is right to say, however, that the auditors of Virginia during
this period were not exceptionally gifted civil servants* Hiss Jacobsen
can rightly say Hist the colony had some distinguished auditors under
William Blathwayt, hut this judgment refers rather to their social
status than their talents as administrators *

Hathanlel Bacon, senior,

William Byrd 1, Dudley Diggea, and Philip Indwell, junior, were among
the most prominent social and political figures on the Virginia scene*
they sere men of good background (by colonial standards), men of wealth#
men of some talent * let the fact remains that, by comparison with men
such as Blathwayt, they were dabbler» and amateurs in the game of ruling*
Hathanlel Bacon was a most honourable figure In Virginia*

A

member of the Council as early as 1667, he rose within ten years to become
the senior councillor, and president of the colony in the absence of the
%
governor.
It was at least partly due to his eminence in Virginia that
his young relative of the same name was admitted to the Cornell by
Governor Berkeley without any experience, and at an age when most
young men of social stature In the colony were merely thinking of trying
for election to the House of Burgesses*

4

Bacon senior was appointed to the office of auditor in 1674 or 1675*
end was thus in office for five years before Blathwayt was appointed
5
auditor general by the crown*
Both Blathwayt and the Treasury stated
in letters to Bacon that there had been a great deal of fraud and negli
gence in the years before 1680*^ Bacon fell under suspicion by the
mere fact that he had held office at this time* had in fact been recom
mended by Governor Berkeley before Bacoa£s Rebellion, an underlying cause
of which had been unrest over financial mismanagement *

Berkeley himself

was under suspicion for corruption* and Auditor Bacon was naturally looked
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upon as part of the governor's clique*

This stigma In the years after

1876 cannot have done Bacon any good* hut his character was enough to
a
carry him through.
there Is no reason to suspect Bacon of corruption of any hind*
either before or after 1688*

Judging f t m his correspondence with

Blathwayt, any mismanagement on Bacon’s part would moat likely have
derived from his ignorance of his duties and his unfamiliarlty with
e
accounting methods.
His first accounts were entirely unsatisfactory
to Blathwayt* both in extent and In depth* and Blathwayt had to send
his representative a copy of Sir Thomas Lynch’s accounts from Jamaica
as a guide*

On his oust admittance* these proved a mystery to Bacon*

%dio informed Blathwayt that "truly as yet, 1 have not Perfected my
Self* nor my clerk In the figures they are written in, hut doubt not
by the next 1 may be Beady at It* and then you may Expect them So for
the future. tn the meantime X desire they may be "as formerly."10
Bacon’s accounts remained unsatisfactory* for Blathwayt replied
six months later that the lords of the Treasury "are very curious and
exact in the Accounts that are brought before them so that it will cost
you some more trouble for the future to give Their Lordships entire
satisfaction*"

He continued by saying that he had sent Bacon copies

of L y n x ’s accounts only in order for him to follow their form* not In
reference to the figures In Which they were written*
11
tiie extent of Bacon's ignorance at this time.

This illustrates

By 1686 Bacon was ashing Blathwayt to seek royal permission for
his retirement*

Be confessed that the king's business was liable to

suffer because of his inability to cope with the work* caused by his
steadily deteriorating health*

The *%smeatoes of mortality Java?
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daily-increaoing," he wrote*

12

It might well have bean, however* that

he was finding the complicated and detailed accounts Blathwayt demanded
of him too much*

Blathwayt was an exacting master* and Bacon’s pride

would have been too much for him to admit that he could not heap pace*
Bodily infirmity was the ideal excuse* for ho was by this time an elderly
man, but it is worth noting that he lingered on in office another two
years, and was thereafter strong enough to serve as. president once more
in the period between Lord Howard of Effingham’s departure, and the
13
arrival of Lieutenant-Governor Francis fflcholson.
William Byrd 1 was of a slightly different background.

The son of

a well-to-do London businessman, he came to Virginia some years before
Bacon’s Rebellion to inherit estates from his uncle, Thomas Stegge, and
/
was thus placed in a position where entry to the ruling class was
14
relatively easy.
Bering the Rebellion he bore arms against the
governor, and this may, coupled with his wealth, have stood him in good
IS
stead during the 1680’s.
It is significant that he was admitted to
the Council only in 1681, shortly after the Greensprlag faction that
16
he had opposed lost its hold upon the political life of the colony*
He was soon able to establish himself as one of Virginia's leading citizens,
and in 1687 he obtained an order from the crown for him to be auditor
upon Bacon's retirement.

He assumed office in June of the following

year. 17
Governor Howard recommended Byrd to Blathwayt as a man very proper
for the post, both in person and purse, and his letter also indicates
that Byrd was only able to obtain office by paying for it.

18

Although

there is no record of any cash transaction between Byrd and Blathwayt,
the sale was probably made, but In discreet fashion, for the sale of

office was strictly illegal.

Syrd was always ready to throw money

around on hie m m behalf» mid told Blathwayt that he was ready to pay
1#
Robert Ayleway any price within reason for the rights to hie patent.
Thinking at first in tense of a hundred guineas, he later mentioned
2Q
the atm of 350 to hla agents in London*
As he was a successful merchant we tsust assume that Byrd had soma
financial ability, hut this does net necessarily mean that he was a
competent auditor.

Be had no experience In such work apart from his

own business accounting, and almost certainly learned nothing from his
predecessor, for the two man quarrelled somewhat upon Bacon's retire
ment.

Bacon refused to hand over any accounts to Byrd, taking the
21
stand that he would account personally to the Treasury.
In all

probability, Byrd looked upon his new office merely as another business
investment; he was certainly not the type to spend large sums of money
purchasing the place unless he hoped to reap a handsome Interest•
A few signs indicate that Byrd was not too concerned with the
responsibilities of his office.

Hhen Nicholson arrived as lieutenant

governor in 1690, he wrote to Blathwayt, his patron, that no-one had
appeared about the auditor's place.

He knew that Byrd was receiver

general, for he mentioned him with regard in Blathwayt*s salary, yet
it seems that Byrd did not bother to inform the new governor that he
was also auditor.

22

Bicbolsoa's opinion of Byrd was not very high, in

contrast to Howard's, and he informed Blathwayt that he did not think
that the auditor was particularly zealous in the execution of file duties •
In other words, Byrd did not measure up to the standards that had come
into being with the accession of William of Orange, standards set by
men like Blathwayt himself.

51

Soon oftar Byrd assumed office, Blathwayt was at his heals.

Hie

new auditor's first accounts were late* sad unaccompanied by the warrants
necessary to prove the authenticity of payments.

As late as 1691

Blathwayt was still ashing Byrd to he more punctual in sending his
accounts*

24

After this there is no mention in any correspondence of

further faults in Byrd's work* and the anxiety displayed by the Treasury
in 1705 after his death* in ensuring the accuracy of his accounts since
1688, was due rather to the alee of the sum involved than any suspicion
25
of malpractice.
The evidence concerning the administrations of Mgges and Indwell
la meagre* a situation resulting at least partly from the decline in
the Importance of the auditor's office.

Mgges came from a family with

long connections in Virginia* and Indwell was from the family which
had been a mainstay of Berkeley's regime after the Restoration.
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It

la doubtful if either knew much about the duties of the office in any
detail before they were appointed.

The situation had changed* of

course* in 1705* when a separate receiver general was appointed*
William Byrd II.

Both men dashed with Byrd to a degree* for Mgges

opposed the receiver general's plans for the collection of the quit
rents in some other form than tobacco* and Indwell quarrelled with
him over certain accounts that Byrd claimed to have given in which
the auditor said he had never received.

27

Indwell and Byrd patched up their differences* however, when
28
confronted with the reforming governor* Alexander Spotswood.
Spotswood
planned to eliminate a great deal of expense in the form of salaries
by revising the method of collecting the quit rents.

Indwell claimed

that the governor had only devised a new method out of spite* he having

sa
quarrelled with the auditor and receiver general*

While the eloae

friendship that developed between the two financial officers arouses
suspicion, this Is not really well grounded*

Indwell's arguments

against Spotswood’s new method are so reasonable that one's suspicions,
29
if they fall on anyone, fall upon the governor*
Spotswood*s hostility,
however, ess enough to have both indwell and Byrd removed from office
35
in 1215, the year following their quarrel.
If Spotswood's motives
for introducing the new method of collection were corrupt, as seems
very likely, then he obviously had to get rid of his two opponents,
and replace them with men who would be more subservient.
Considering the great opportunities for fraud that undoubtedly
existed, especially prior to 1705, the apparent honesty of the Virginia
auditors is rather remarkable, given the practices and morals of the
age.

The auditor had no office in the capital for the greater part

of the period, not Indeed until Francis Hlcholeou built Williamsburg,
and as a consequence he kept all his books, papers, and monies at his
31
house, this sort of situation made fraud a very easy matter.
The combination of the two offices of auditor and receiver general
also opened up large possibilities for dishonesty, as was pointed out
frequently.

Francis Ulcholson expressed the opinion that the two places

should be separated, and that both should bo centred in Williamsburg,
but Edward Hott, his successor, stated that the examination of the
auditor's accounts by the governor and Council should be sufficient
32
to reader impossible any attempt at fraud.
Philip Indwell argued along
Similar Hues in 1715, when opposing Spotswood, saying that the receiver
general could not commit fraud if the auditor was honest, and that he
had to he as the governor and Council were a "constant prowl" upon him.
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S3
Because of thim great opportunity for fraud, and the large suns
of money handled, the auditor had to pledge a large security, when
William Byrd 1 was granted office in 1687, upon Bacon’s future retire**
ment, Covernor Howard was ordered to see that he gars "good and auffie
34
dent Security."
How large a security was required at this date is
35
not known; it was probably in the region of 5000.
When Byrd’s son
was appointed temporarily in 1705 ha gave bond for

5000, but the large

site of this security way have been due to the large amount owing to
36
the crown front his father’s estate.
the sire of the security meant that only persons of good estate
Cor at least good connections) could be appointed to the post.

Indeed,

given the stats of the colony’s finances, the auditor often needed to
37
resort to his private fortune to finance public affairs.
It follows
fro* this that people of mean birth and income, these most likely by
circumstances and/or nature to be dishonest, were excluded*

This did

not mean, of course, that men of wealth and position might not be dis
honest.

They frequently were, but not, as it turned out, in this case.

Equally Important in eliminating the necessity for dishonesty
were the "Fees, Salaries, profits and advantages” *(as they ware known
in the technical jargon of the day) that were ’attached* to the office.
The auditor/receiver general hod a salary of 7 1/2 per cent on everything
that passed through his hands, and this could amount In good years <those
38
when tobacco prices were high) to a considerable sum.
In 1697 Henry Hartwell estimated that the auditor’s post was worth
3300 to 400 per annua, a very high sum for a colonial official in those
39
days.
Title was probably a conservative estimate too, for tan years
earlier William Fltshugh claimed it to be worth

300, calling the office

54
a "considerable profitable and easy managed place.
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The auditor’s

salaries for the years 1704 to 1700 * upon the quit rents and two ehti
lings per hogshead duty alone* when the percentage was down to two and
one-half» were* respectively* 165-14-10* 270-14-1* 247-17-4* and
41
238-0-1 1/2.
Boost this salary by a further five per cent, add the
proceeds tram the fines* forfeits and escheats, take into account the
condemned ships of Illegal traders* pirates* and enemies* and one can
imagine how lucrative a place the auditor’s was before 1705.

In a

reasonably good year the salary cannot have been far short of 000 to
1000* a colossal sum* and the place obviously remained worthwhile even
after 1705* taking into account that the amount of work involved was
greatly reduced.
When we remember that this large salary was over and above income
from other offices* end perhaps also from trade* one realises why the
Virginia auditors were so honest.

It was hardly worth the risk of

losing all royal offices to be caught defrauding the crown of a few
. 42
pounds.
Virginia’s auditors * under William Blathwayt* were probably not
the most efficient administrators that walked the stage in this period*
but they were a fairly reliable group.
to be.

It was in their own Interests

Hot only did they stand to lose financially by dismissal if

they were caught with their hands soiled* but they realised that sus
picion in London that the colonials could not (or would not) manage
\
affairs themselves would lead to the introduction into the colony of
''

office-seekers from England,

this was a threat constantly in Virginians’

minds.
While* than* the experiment to exert control over Virginia*a finances
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wae not a complete success, it* that the mala instrument, tha post of
aadito;, actually declined in importance during this period, and because
the colony eucceeded in establishing power over it* own Internal
revenue*, It was not a complete disaster.

Accounts of royal revenues

were sent regularly to Blathwayt by bis deputies, and these men seemed
to have served, if not with administrative flair, at least with a
reasonable degree of honesty,

to say that Blathwayt accomplished

^practically nothing** is a slur upon the reputation of a vary able
civil servant*

CONCLUSION

this period* of roughly a generation* covering the administration
of William Blathwayt as auditor general of the crown in louden* was
an unusual one in Virginia*a administrative history*

Frier to 1680,

the colonyts finances were in a nebulous * if net chaotic* condition ,
at least as far as the government In England was concerned. From this
chaos some sort of order was drawn, and somehow preserved for the next
thirty-odd years*

The credit for this virtual revolution can he laid

at the door of one man, William Blathwayt*
Blathwayt was somewhat lucky in Virginia, and was certainly more
successful there than in other colonies*

To begin with, Virginia was

a royal colony* although this had not previously seemed to mean a great
deal* and it already had an office of auditor in 1680, which meant that
there were foundations upon which to build*

He also had reasonable

material to work with, in that his subordinates were not complete rogues,
thieves or incompetents. He was especially lucky to have for some years
as governor or lieutenant governor the indomitable and incorruptible
Francis Nicholson.

But without Blathwayt himself— or someone of the

same stamp— what was achieved could not have been accomplished * Hie
unflagging energy and demanding nature kept his subordinates up to the
mark, while his tact and adroitness served to mollify them when they
were upset, and praise them when he thought they needed encouragement *
During his lifetime he really made the system works accounts were sent
56
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in* competence of a degree was achieved* and the king’s revenues were
secured*

It was not Blathwayt*s fault that the system ultimately

failed*
During these years Blathwayt seemed to he everywhere*

It was

he who overcame the stubborn opposition of Nathaniel Bacon in 1680-1681,
thus ending quickly and amicably what could have been a protracted
debate between colony and crown.

It was Blathwayt who secured the

dismissal of Culpeper* who would undoubtedly have been a financial
disaster for the colony.

It was Blathwayt who obtained the appoint

ment of Francis Nicholson* which was of great importance for the
Interests of the crown.

It was Blathwayt who opposed the division of

the posts of auditor and receiver general, foreseeing that the diminu
tion of his own power would be detrimental to the Interests of his
mistress * the queen.

And yet it was Blathwayt who laboured on after

1705 to secure the ends for which he had fought since 1680.
Virginia’s period of unusual financial order came to an end
with Blathwayt*s death, although there was no sudden plunge back into
chaos• The English bureaucracy, however * had become top heavy and
difficult to manage * and became more so after 1717. Hen of Blathwayt’s
foresight and energy became rare.

It is probably a fairly safe bet

that the Robinson scandal would not have occurred*,at least on such a
scale* had William Blathwayt still held the reins of power.
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1086, Blathwayt Papers, XXII, 2.
10.
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11.
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12.
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15.
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juniorI C.O. 5/1335, 264,

16.
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17.

C.0. 5/1357, 179-180.

IS.

Howard to Blathwayt, 27 Apr. 1687, Blathwayt Papers, XIV, 5.

19.

Byrd to Blathwayt» 22 Oct. 1689, Blathwayt Papers, XIZX, 3.

Byrd

realised that he might also bo contravening the lav by giving
money to Ayleway; Byrd to John Povey, 30 July 1690- "Letters
of William Byrd I," Vs. Hag. Hist., XXVI (1918), 252.

It ia

difficult to say Whether or not Howard, in his letter of 27
Apr. 1687, meant that Byrd wished to purchase the office from
Blathwayt or Ayleway.

He could not have obtained office without
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Blathwayt*a approval* despite Ayleway's patent * and thus cash
might well have passed from Byrd to the auditor general.
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for the office; Percy 5* Flippin» the Royal Government in
Virginia* 1624~177S (M.V., 1919)* 45.
20.

/
Byrd to Blathwayt* 30 Bee* 1687, Blathwayt Papers, XXII, 3; Byrd
to Messrs. Perry and lane* $ Aug* 1690, “Letters of William
Byrd X," 391.

21.

Byrd to Blathwayt, 21 June 1688, Virginia Historical Society, Acceasions, Richmond, Va*

22.

Nicholson to Blathwayt, 20 Aug* 1690* Blathwayt Papers, XV, 1*

23.

Kicholaon to Blathwayt, 10 June 1691, Blathwayt Papers, XV, 2,

24.
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25*
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26*
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and whose brother had been Secretary Thomas Ludwell, the old
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27.

Digges* to Blathwayt, 21 Sept. 1708, Blathwayt Papers, XVII, 4|
Ludwell to Blathwayt, 25 July 1712, Blathwayt Papers, XV, 5*

28.

In a letter to Blathwayt, 19 Apr. 1715, Ludwell referred to Byrd as
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29.

Ludwell to Blathwayt, 22 July 1715, ibid.

30.

John Grymes was appointed auditor; Bond, Quit-Rent System* 232.
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the new receiver general was James Xoscow; Flippia* loyal
Ggygrwot. 357*
31,

Kicholsoa to Board of trade, 1 July 1699* Cal* State Papers* Col**
1699* #579*

32,

Slcholaon to Board of trade* ibid; Sote to j£»ecretary of sfcat«?7,
22 Sept. 1705* C*0. 5/1340* 69.

33*

Ludwell to Blathwayt, 22 July 1715* Blathwayt tapers * XV, 5*

34.
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35*

When the treasurer was appointed to 1691 lie was required to giro
bond for 5000; C.O* S/1306* 270*

this seems to have been

the sue demanded of nan who handled large amounts of money*
According to Flippin* Financial Administration, 41* Biggea
gave bond for 6000 in 1705*
36*

Hott to Board of trade* 22 Sept* 1705, C«0* 5/1314* 493*

37*

For example* Byrd was ordered in 1693 to reimburse himself for
600 sent to Hew fork, and in 1699 was given a warrant for
almost

30OO for his expenses; Cal* State tapers* Col** 1693-

1694, #534, Cal. State Papers* Col.* 1699, #265*
38.

C.O. S/1309. 79,

39*

Ibid.

40*

William Fitshugh to Henry Fitihugh, 5 Apr. 1687, "Letters of
William Fitshugh* Fa. Hag. Hist*, 21 (2895)* 125-130.

41*

Account of auditor’s salaries* 1606-1710* Blathwayt Papers, s
XFX2, 4*

42*

All the auditors were councillors* and received a salary* albeit
a small one* as such.

Bacon also received half the governor’s

due while he was president*

All councillors were military

and civil heads of their counties * and in a position there to
reap rich rewards.

APPENDIX 4
THE AUDITORS OF nMCVZts

1680-1716

Thoma* Stegge

1865-1660 <167017

Edvard Mggee

1660-1674 (167ft)

Nathaniel Baccm

1674-1668

WtlMm Byrd 1

1688*1704

Villiaat Byrd 11

1705

Dudley Digges

1705-1711

Philip Ivdvall

1711-1710
Other Appointments

Joha lightfoot

1670 (patent auapeaded 1671)

John Llghtfoot

1677 (patent revoked 1678)

Befeert Aylevay

1678 (patent held until 1785)
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APPENDIX
accounts of m a m

n

mmmt

1663-1666

Page 1 (Utl of counties and their locations .)
fage 2

Aanet

1663

the right honourAble Sir William Berkaky, debtor
to Hie Majesty’s Treasurer far the quit rents of
Janes City and Surrey counties,
to the quit rents of Janes City County being 65756
acr. at 12 pr ct le
to the quit rente- of Surrey County being 42563 ear.
at 12 pr at le
Pr Contra Creditor
By the 30 pr ct allowance
By Cash for 9022 at 10 or ct

lb Tobt

7690
4998
ittsa
3866
902
~sm
8120
m m

Bal:eo be pd at 10s or et

Axtnot

1664

To the quit rents of Janes City County being 74852
acr* at 22 pr et le
To the quit rente of Surrey County being upon 42867
aer. at 12 pr et la
By the 30 pr ct allowance
By Cash for 9889 lb at 10 pr et

lb fobs
8982
$144
14126
4237
988

1525
Bal. to be pd at IDs pr et for

Anno:

1665

To the quit rents of Janes City County being then
77325 ear. at 12 pr ct la
To the quit rents of Surrey County being upon 42852

9279

82

acr. at 12 pr ct is

3144
14423

By the 30 pr ct allowance
By Cask for 10096 lb at 10 pr et

4327
1019
3337
9086
Tm SS

Balance at 10a pr ct of
Beets
To balance
To balance
To balance
lb Tob
26207s at

anno:
anno:
anno:

Currts

Bahtor

2663
1664
2663

8120
8901
9086

IQs pr et aao* To

£138-18-07

Pr Centra Creditor
By bille of exca* pd anno: 2663
By bills of exca* pd anno; 2664
By bills of exca* pd annos
Fag*

Anno:

40-00-00
43-18-00
46-13-00
£ 130-11-00

2663

Colo: Miles Carey debtor
To the quit rents of Warwick County being 27706
aer* at 12 pr et is
To the quit rents of Elisa City County being
19597 aer* at 12 pr et is
To 2 years arrears in ditto* County
To arrears acre for 900 aer*

3324
2352
4784
216
18596

Pr Contra Creditor
By allowance of 30 pr et
By Cask for 7429 lb at 20 pr et
Balance doe to be pd in Mo* at 10s pr et

Anno:

3167
742
~3§8T
6687
10596

2664

To the quit rents of Elisa* City County for 25997
aer* at 12 pr ctis
To quit rants of WarwickCounty for 24460 aer. at 12
pr et
By allowance of 30 pr ct
By Cask for 4232 lb at 10 pr ct

3118
2928
6046
1814
423
2237

Balance to be pd at 10s pr et

3809

6046
Anno:
To
at
To
12

1665

quit rents of 25997 set* In Elisa. City County
12 pr et is
quit rents of 24406 acr. in Warwick County at
pr ct is

By allowance of 30 px ct
By Cask for 4232 at
10 prct
Balance to be pd at

Colons! Carey his
Currt. Debtor
To balance Anno:
To balance Anno:
To balance Anno:

10s orct la

2928
6046
1814
423
2237
3809
“6046

accot*
1663
2664
1665

6687
3809
3809
14305
£71-10-05

at 20a pr ct is
Pr Contra
By bills
By bills
®y bills

5228

Creditor
exca.Atmct 1663
exca.Anno: 2664
axes.Anno: 1665

Anno:

33-08-08
18-09-00
19-12-06
£71-10-^2

1663

Colo. The. Staggs & Mr Henry Randolph Debtors
To the quit rents of 32383 aer. in Henrico County
at 22 pr ct is
To the quit rents of 68719 acr. in Charles City
County at 12 pr ct is
Pr Contra Creditors
By 30 pr ct Allowance
By Cask for 8509 lb at 10pr ct
Balance Co b« pd at 10a prcc is

3909
8246
12155
3646
851
~mr
7658
12155

Amot

1664

to the quit rente of 32583 acr* in Henrico County
et 12 pr ct le
to the quit rente of 68718 acr* In Charles City
Count? at 12 nr ct is
Pr Contra Creditors
By 30 pr ct Allowance
By Cask for 8508 lb at 10pr ct
Balance to be pd at 10a prct la

Annos

1664

to the quit rents of 32583 act. in Henrico County
at 12 pr ct is
to the quit rente of 68713 acr* in Charles City
County at 12 pr ct is
By 30 pr ct Allowance
By Cask for 8505 lb at 10 pr ct is
Balance to be pd in He* at IDs pr ct
Colo* the; Stegge
Currt. Debtors
To balance Anno:
To balance Anno;
To balance Annos

lb Tebs
3808
8246
HlSS
3646
831
4437
7638
12155
lb Tob:
3308
3246
3646
851
4497
7658
12X55

& Hr Henry Randolph their seeet*
7658
7658

1663
1664
1665

22974
1 114-17-04

At 10s pr et is
Pr Contra Creditor
By Colo* Stegge pd ano* 1663
By ditto* pd Anno: 1664
By ditto* allowed his Clerk for attending the
Treasurer's business 5 pr annua
By bals due from Colo* Stegge to this accot*
By balance due free Hr* Henry Randolph

Page 5

Anno:

1663

Major Cents Bennett Debtor
To the quit rents of 55384 acr* in Hanaemond County
at 12 pr ct is

£ 18-18-00
24-14-00
15-00-00
10-00-08
46-04-08
£114-17-04
lb Tobt

6645

85

Anne:

1683

Pr Contra Creditor
By allowance of 30 pr et
By allowance for Cask of 4852 lb at 10 pr ct
Balance resting
Aanoi

1664

to Hie quit rents of 55384 aer* In Nanseaond
County at 12 pr et la
By allowance of 30 pr ct
By ditto, for Cask of 4652 at 10 pr ct
Balance resting

Annos

1993
465
2458
4187
664s
lb Tabs
6645
1993
465
iSss
4187
6645

1663

To the quit rents of 75000 acr. In Naaee&ond
County at 12 pr ct
By allowance of 30 pr ct
By ditto, for Cask of 6300 at 10 pr ct ia
Balance resting
Atmos

lb Tobs

1666

lb fobs
9000
2700
630
3330
5670
m m
lb Tabs

To the quit rents of 75000 acr. In ftansemond
County at 12 pr ct

9000

By allowance of 30 pr ct
By allowance for Cask of 6300 2b at 10 pr ct

630

Balance resting
^
Major Central: Bennett hie a-eot. Cssrrt* Debtor
To balance Annos 1663
To balance Anno: 1664
To balance Anno: 1665
To balance Anno: 1666
a t 10a p r

et ia

■mw5670
aami ■ii

9000

4187
4187
5670
3670
wtt

£ 98-11-04

Pit Contra Creditor
By money pd Annos 1663
By money pd Anno: 1664
By money pd Annos 1665
By balance resting

20-00-00
21-00-00
23-00-00
34-11-04
#'98-ii^d«
Anno:

Page 6

1663

Major Thes Willoughby Dr
To the quit rente of 66500 aer. in tower Norfolk at
12 pr et
Pr Contra Creditor
By allowance of 30pr et
By 10 pr et for CaskofS584 is

1664

To quit Bents of 66500 aer. in tower Horfolk at
12 pr ct
By allowance of 30pr ct
By 10 pr et for Caskfor 5584 le

1665

To the quit rente of 68836 acr. of land in towr
Norfolk at 12 pr ct is
& 1666 To the qt rente of 68836 acr. in lowr Borfolk
at 12 pr ct in
By 30 pr ct allowance is
By 10 pr ct for Cask of 11366 lb
By Balance resting
Major Thos Willoughby hie aceot. Ourrt. Debtor
To balance annos 1663
To balance Atmos 1664
Ac 10. pr ce is

lb Tobs
7980
2396
558
2954
5026
7980

By balance rearing

Anno:

7980
2396
558
~295?
5026
7980

Balance resting

Annos

lb Tob:

lb Tobs
8260
8260
16520
4954
1156
66110
10410
16520
5026
$026
10052

£ 50-03-02

§7

Pr Contra Creditor
By bills of eworn* for 17:3s* and allowed in
the Count: acco. 2?17 is
By Bills of exca* 0 1664
By Coloi fboi Stegge yd him
Ditto* His acco* currt. in tos 1665 6 1666
To Balance
Pr Contra Creditor
By Tobs pd Capta. Carter eh ear shipped In Pattison’a
ketch in York river anno; 1666
Balance resting By hill for
Bnnef

Page 7
Cole; Hathan!; Bacon
Ye the quit rents of
vight County f 12 pr
to the quit rent# of
To the quit Bent# of
How Kent County 0 12

1663

debtr
47500 acr* of land in Isle of
ct
59596 acr* in York Co* at 12 pr ct
30190 acr* on the South Side of
pr ct

Pr Contra Creditor
By the allowance of 30 pr ct
By Cask at 10 pr ct of 11526
Balance resting to be pd at 19s pr ct

20-00-00
25-00-00
- 3-05-02
£50-05-02
10410

8781
1620
104X0
lb Tob:

5700
7140
3623
16463
4537
1153
6099
IQ373
16463

Anno: 1664
to the quit tent# of 47500 acr. in Isle of wight
County S 12 pr ct
To the qt. rents of 59560 acr. in York County at
12 pr ct
T© the quit rents of 35765 aer* on the South aide
of Hew Kent
By allowance of 30 pr ct
By 10 pr ct for Cask for 11932 lb
Balance to be pd at 10s pr et
Anno:

5700

4203
27048
5115
1193
€635?
10740
17048

1663

Y© the qt* rents of 52100 acr* in Isle of wight County
To the qt* rents of 59500 acr* in York County at 22 pr ct

7140

To the quit rfca. of 51875 aer. on the South aide
of Hew Kent
By allowance of 50 pr et
By 10 pr ct for Cosh for 13694 lb
Balance to bo pd at 10© pr et
Colos Hathan: Bacon his aceot. Currt. Debtor
To balance Atmos 1663
To balance Atmos 1664
To balance Annos 1665
at 10a pr et la
Ft
By
By
By
By
Fage 8

Contra Creditor
bille exca. Anno:
ditto. €o 1664
ditto, go 1665
bal. standing out

6200
19592
5898
1369
" 7267
12325
19592
10373
10740
12325
£167-3-08

1663

40-00-00
50-00-00
20-15-00
56-08-08
£167-03-08

Anno:

1663

Capt. Peter Jennings and Hr. Matt: Keape Debtors
To the quit rents of 63156 acr. in Lancaster Co
t 11 pr ct
To the quit rents of 84477 aer* in Closer. County
at IT pr et
To the qt rents of 13333 aer. on the North side of
Hew Kent
Pr Contra Creditors
By allowance of 30 pr ct
By 10 pr et for Cash of 13553 lb
Balance to be pd in wo* f 10a pr et

Annos

1664

To the qt* rts* of 63156 aer. In Lancaster Co
at 12 pr ct
To the qt. rts. of 84477 aer. in Gloucr. County
@ 12 pr ct
To the qt* rts* on 15000 aer* on the North side Hew Kent

lb TObs

7622
10136
1600
19358
5805
1355
7160
12198
1935?
lb Tob*
7622
10136
1809
19558

m

5865
1389
7238
12324
19558

By allwi&eft of 30 pr ct
By 10 pr et for Cook of 13603 IB
Balance to be pd at 108 pr et

Anno:

1663

To the quit rents of 63156 aer. In Lancaster
County at 12 pr ct
To the quit rents of 84477 acr. in York (ale) County
@ 12 pr ct
To the quit rents of 39175 aer. on the Bo. side
of New Kant
By allowance of 30 pr ct
By 18 pr et for cask of 15723 IB

lh Tob:
7622
10136
4700
22458
6735
1572
8367
14151
22458

Balance to he pd at IQs pr ct
Capts Peter Jennings and Hr. Hatt: Kemps
their accot. Currt. Behtr
To balance anno: 1663
To balance «mo: 1664
To balance anno: 1665
at 10a pr ct aoo. to

12198
12324
14151
38673
£193-07-03

Pr Contra Creditor
By bills exca. anno. 1663
By ditto pd (1664) with 28 allowed In the Country*•
acco
41-18-88
By mo* in Colo. Norwood’s hands as by hla Lettr
By Colo. Stegge pd hi©
By Bal* / % , .J7 due

Anno:

Page 9

1663

Hr. Isaac Allerton Debtor
To the quit rente of 44050 acr. in Westmoreland
County at 12 pr ct
To the qt rts* of 34777 acr. in Stafford County
§ 12 pr etc!
Pr Cont: Creditor
By allowance of 30 pr ct

£73-80-88
2-08-80
5-00-00
71-09-03
£ 193-87-03
lh Tobs

5286
4173
9459
2837

%

By 10 pr et for cask of 6622 3h

#62
3499
5960
IS?

Balance to be pd at 10a pr ct

Anno;

1664

To the Quit Rents of 44050 acr* In Westmoreland
County t 12 pr ct
to the qt rts* of 34777 aer*land in Stafford County
By allowance of 30 pr ct
By 10 pr ct for cask of #622

5286
6173
9459
2837
662
3499
5960
9459

lb

Balance to be pi at 10a pr ct

Annos

lb fob*

1665

To the quit Bents of 44050 aer* in Westmoreland
County # 12 pr ct
To the Quit Bents of 34777 acr* in Stafford County
§ 12 pr ct
By 30 pr ct allowance
By 10 pr et for cask of 6622 lb

lb Tob:
5286
4173
■ass?
2837
662
“3499
5960
~945T

Balance to be piat 10s pr ct
Mr* Isaac Allerton his Accot, Currt. Debtor
To balance Anno: 1663
To balance Annos 1664
To balance Annos 1665
At 10a pr ct Is

5960
5960
5960
17880
f, 89-08-00

Tr Contra Creditor
By bills exca* #e 1663
By ditto* fo 1664
By ditto* #0 1665
Balance resting

20-00-00
37-03-00
23-0O-0O
9-05-00
£89-08-00
Anno:

1663

Colonel Bdaot Scarburgh dr*
To the Qt* rents of 53313 acr* In Accomack at 12 pr et
To the qt* rents of 25728 acr, in Morthasiptoa # 12 pr et

3b Tob*.
6396
3087
9483

Pr Contra Credr:
By allowance of 30 pr ct
By 10 pr ct for cask of 6633 lb

2850
663
33513
3970
9483

Balance to be pd at 10a pr ct

Anno:

1664

To the Quit rente of 62328 acr* InAccomack at 12pr ct
To Ditto* of 54590 acr* in Northampton at 12 pr ct
By allowance of 30 pr ct
By 10 pr ct for caak of 9821 lb
Balance to be pd at 108 pr ct

Anno:

1665

To the quit rente of 62328 acr. in Accomack § 12 pr ct
To the quit rents of 54590 aer* in Northanipton at 12 pr ct

pr ct

Anno:
To the quit rente of62328
To the quit rente of54590

1666

acr* in Accomack 6 12pr ct
acr, inNorthampton at 12pr ct

Balance to be pd at 10a pr ct

Scarburgh his accot* Currt. Debtor
anno: 1663
anno: 1664
anno: 1665
anno: 1666

at 10s pr ct la

lb fob:
7479
6550
14029

8839
14029

By allowance of 30 pr ct
By 10 pr ct for cask of 9821 lb

Colo* Edmor
To balance
To balance
To balance
To balance

7479
6550
14029
4208
982
5190
8839
14029

4208
982

By allowance of 30 pr ct
By 16 pr ct fro cask of 9821 lb
Balance to be pd at

lb Tob:

lb fob:
7479
6550
14029
4208
982
5 m
8839
14029

5970
8839
8839
8839
32487
£ 162-08-07

9.2

?r
By
By
By
By
By
By

Page 11

Contra Creditor
bills exca* annos 1663
ditto, anno: 1664
ditto, anas: 166S
mt. Seeretar. allow'd In thepublic accot.
nr Henry Randolph Standingout
balance pd the Auditor

Anno:

1663

Mrs John tee Debtor
to the quit rente of 37693 acr. in Borthumbrland Cos
at 12 pr ct
to ditto, sore 55B9 acr.
Pr Contra Creditor
By allowance of 30 pr ct
By 10 pr ct for cask of 3641 lb

1664

To quit rente of 37693 aer. in Borthumbrland Co.
at 12 pr ct
To Ditto, of 5509 acr. more
By Allowance of30 or ct
By 10 pr ct for cask of 3641 lb

1665

To quit rente of 37693 acr. In Northumbrian^ Co.
at 12 pr ct
To Ditto* of 5589 acr. more
By allowance of30 pr et
By 10 pr ct for cask of 3641 lb
Balance to be pd at 10s pr ct

4523
0670
5201

lb Tob:
4523
0678
5201
1560
364
llli
3277
5201

Balance to bo pd et 10s pr ct

Anno:

lb tob:

1563
364
1924
3277
5201

Balance to be pd at 10a pr ct

Anno:

29-17-00
17-14-08
14-03-06
15-00-00
17-16*00
67-17-05
£162-08-07

lb Tob:
4523
0678
5201
1560
364
1924
3277
~5i0T

$3

Mr
to
to
to
to

John Lea his accot. Currt* Debtor
arrears pd tor laud formerly due
bal. §: 1663; 3277
bal. is 1664 s 3277
bal. 0t 1665; 3277
lb 9831

at 10a pr ct is

49-03-01
£ 71-10-06

Pr Contra Creditor
By Bills exca. to;1663
By Ditto. Mo. 1664;

38-15-00
13-00-00
£ 51-15*00
19-15-06
£71-10-86

Balance resting due

Pag©

22-07-OS

Anno:

1663

Mr. Henry Corbyn Dr.
to quit rents of Rappahanock Co. for
aer.
to qt. rents of ditto. County for anno. 1664 acr.
to quit Rents of ditto. County for anno. 1665 acr.
Pr Contra Creditor
By bills exca. pd aao. 1664
By ditto, pd anno: 1665

25-05-00
13-13-80

this Accot t through the Negligence of Capt; Hull the Sheriff not being
preferred, cannot be truly Stated.
Pag© 13
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Page 15

Colonel Henry Norwood his Majesty*a treasurer Debtor
_
to the country of Virginia on the account of the £ * * * J
per hogshead
To Captain fisher Commander of the Loyal Berkeley for
passage of
. .JT Moors
to the Impost of 78 hogsheads In Pattison** Retch
at 2s per hogshead
to Colonel Thomas Stegge for Balance

Per Contra Creditor
By Major Thomas Willoughby as by his account
By Colonel Peter Ashton oa account of Sscheats in Potomack
By Captain Peter Jennings as by his account
By Colonel Scatburgh as by his account

42-00-00
7-16-80
2-10-08
£ 52-06-08

2-17-00
14-09-08
20-00-00
15-00-00
£52-06-08

An Account of the Several Bills of exchange Sent to Colonel Henry
Norwood his Majesty’s Treasurer as by the former accounts For Anno;
1663

9

Page 16

(Ditto for 1864.)

Page 1?

(Ditto for 1665,}

Page IB

(Blank.)

Page 1$

October 1666
Colonel Henry Norwood hie account of Several Disbursements on the pink
Tangereen according to account Sent by the said Vessel*
To Colonel Thomas Steggei Debtor Via.
(Several payments are listed*)

Page 20

Colonel Henry Norwood and the rest of the Owners of the pink Tangereen
for Several disbursements on the said vessel, according to account
Sent are Debtors (Several payments are listed.)

Page 21

Colonel Henry Norwood Debtor:
To several disbursements in Honey on the pink
Tangereen as by account on the other aide doth appear
To Several disbursements in Tobacco amounting to 8853
lbs as per account on the other side, in Money at
IQs per centum is
To the nett weight of 132 hogsheads tobacco Shipped on
the pink as per bill of lading and Invoice then sent
may appear 47555 lbs at 10s per centum is
To rolling several hogsheads to the River side 200 lbs
Tobacco
To nails for the Cask 150 lbs
To Sloop hire 2400 lbs at 10s per centum is
To Sloop hire of 16 hogsheads Transported from James
river to York river to Partisan's Ketch: 850 lbs is
To 15 hogsheads Tobacco shipped In Captain Hall with
Sloop hire according to account by him Sent 6700 lbs
in Money at 10s per centum is
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£59-28-07
£ 40-05-03
£237-15-05
1- 00-00
15-00
12- 00-00
4-05-00
33-10-00
£389-09-03

Per Contra Creditor
By Colonel Stegge for balance of his account of quit
rents
By major General Bennett his account of quit rents
vhen paid
By Colonel Nathaniel Bacon his balance of quit rents
when paid
By Capt* Peter Jennings his balance of quit rents
when paid
By Mr Isaac Allerton his balance of quit rents
when paid
By the balance of Colonel Scarburgh's account paid me
By Mr John Lee his balance of quit rents when paid
By major Thomas Willoughby his balance of quit rents

£10-00-08
£34-11-04
£ 56-08-08
£72-09-03
£ 9-05-00
£67-17-05
£19—15-06
£ 5-05—02

95

By the quit rents of James City County for annos 1666
received by Sir William Berkeley if it amounts to so
much
By a hill of exchange charged upon you in Tangier
to Major Charles Norwood if paid
By another hill of exchange charged upon you in
Tangier to George Fletcher if paid
By Colonel Thomas Stegge for balance of the Country
account
By Captain Peter Jennings paid Colonel Stegge
By balance resting due upon this account

29-05-00
30-00-00
10- 00-00
2-10-08
5-00-00
£351-08-08
38-00-07
£389-09-03

What Mr Henry Randolph rests due upon the foregoing accounts via:
46-04-08: his own balance of quit rents and17-16:
on Colonel
Bcsrburgh’s account he desires may be placed toaccount Between
Colonel Norwood and himself•
Virginia June 10th: 1667 Thomas Stegge Auditor
Fag* 23

(List of the contents of certain hogsheads of tobacco.)
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(Ditto.)
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Account of quit Rents for the year 1666
James City by Sir William Berkeley
Nanseraond County by Major General Bennett
Accomack and Northampton Counties by Colonel
Edmund Scarburgh
Lower Norfolk by Major Willoughby; Which five Counties
are all accounted for in the preceding accounts: the
remaining 14 Counties are hare accounted for vis.
Henrico County
Charles City County
Surrey County
Isle of wight County
Elisabeth City County
Warwick County
tork County
Gloucester County
New Kent County
Lancaster County
Rappahanock County
Stafford County
Westmoreland County
Northumberland County

32583
68719
42867
52100
20O00
30163
59500
84477
75008
63156
64988
38100
44050
37693

acres
acres
acres
acres
acres
acres
acres
acres
acres
acres
acres
acres
acres
acres

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

per
por
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per

cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cant
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent

is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is

For so much upon account of Escheats as to balance
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3989
8246
55244

6252
2400
3618
7148
10136
9O0O
7622
7796
4571
5296
4523
lb 85643
15799
lb 101442

Per Contra Creditor
To salary of 10 per cent of 85643 lbs tobacco per contra

8564

n
To Cask at 10 per cent of 77079 lbs
ia
To paid Mr Randolph by the Sheriff of York what was
shipped in Pattison's Ketch
To carting several inconvenient hogsheads and rolling
to the water side
To paid Captain William Carter for the transportation of
82 hogsheads from the northward rivers to Janes City
according to agreement with mr Secretary and wy self at
75 per hogshead
To nails at several times
To Captain Carter for Sloophire of 21 hogsheads from
Lynhaveu
To Ditto Sloophire to James Town
To Loss In repacking
To salary of the said 21 hogsheads
^
To salary at 7 per cent of 152 hogsheads of Tobacco f ~. • * J
63173 lbs according to your Attorneys* order to /~. . , J the
Tobacco from the Sheriffs
***
~
To Awarded more to the pilot about the Tangereen by the
Secretary
To expended at James Town about opening* viewing and
repacking /~. . iTJ hogsheads
To aendingthe Store house which is all you pay for
16 months
To the Cooper *s hire for Labour and hoopa__
To 1S2 hogsheads of Tobacco gross 73357
. . J at 67
per hogshead on which / * .
is nett
~
lb
Page 27

(Copy of Captain Carter's account.
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(Ditto.)
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(Contents of certain hogsheads.)
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(Ditto.)
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(Ditto.)

7708
5794
1110

6150
510
600
500
563
850
4420
200
700
300
300
63173
1S1442

Contents of certain hogsheads.)
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